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Abstract
In this thesis, we considered a problem of optimal route planning for

hitchhikers. We formalized the hitchhiker’s problem and proposed a graph-

based model to represent the set of all possible travel options for a hitch-

hiker. We developed a hitchhiking traffic model with simulated traffic and

proposed pick-up locations on a country scale. We formalized hitchhiker’s

route planning strategy which includes stochastic and time-dependent wait-

ing times as path program, and developed a route recommender system to

find the optimal path program for a given source, destination, time. We

included various objective functions for optimal path programs such as ex-

pected travel time or minimising maximum possible travel time. We ap-

plied various heuristics to construct graphs of reduced size while preserv-

ing optimal path programs and our experiments for selected countries have

proved to be a significant improvement in query running times while pre-

serving optimal travel time. We analysed how various spatial factors influ-

ence the success of hitchhikers at certain pick-up locations, making some

of them more suitable and thus having less waiting time. We crawled a

large dataset of hitchhiking locations from Hitchwiki website and analysed

multiple features such as road type or distance to amenities. Finally, we de-

veloped a classification model to estimate suitable pick-up locations. Our

findings will be a basis of long-distance ridesharing application system that

includes hitchhiking.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Hitchhiking is the oldest and most well-known ridesharing mode and has

a global spread. It is a request for a ride from random drivers going in the

intended direction without prior arrangement. In addition to transporta-

tion, hitchhiking promotes social and cultural values of helping strangers,

establishing social connections and adventurous travels. This phenomenon

became extremely popular in the 20th Century in the US and Western Eu-

rope. While the number of hitchhikers has decreased since then, current

technologies provide new tools and opportunities for this travel mode and it

is currently used by many people around the world. For example, a website

Hitchlog.com contains information about 9,100 hitchhiking trips with a total

length of more than 2,300,000 km, and another website Hitchwiki.org con-

tains information about over 25,000 hitchhiking locations throughout the

world.

Hitchhiking is a form of ridesharing which has become an important

part of our society due to its benefits and the ubiquitous use of smartphones
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that use ridesharing applications. Currently, most of the ridesharing tech-

nologies are focused on the intraurban level, meaning commuting or casual

trips within a certain metropolitan area. The most popular services include

Uber, Didi, Grab, Lyft and Ola: together they yield more than 50 million

rides per day1. However, the number of people interested in ridesharing for

interurban, or long-distance, rides is also large. For example, the most pop-

ular carpooling website BlaBlaCar assists 130 thousand trips per day in 22

countries2. This application allows drivers to publicise their intended trips

in advance, and prospective passengers can ask to join at several possible

parts of the trip for a fee and limited detour budget.

Ridesharing on the long-distance or country-sized levels has a crucial

difference to the intraurban journeys, in that trips are usually longer in both

distance and travel time. This leads to several implications, namely fewer

available public transportation options and limited flexibility of drivers will-

ing to rideshare. While there might be many possible destinations within a

small urban area, destination points such as towns are more sparse on a

country-sized scale. In the latter case, large detours for drivers become in-

efficient, and passengers’ destinations need to be located within proximity

to those of drivers, or at least be on their way.

However, this limitation applies to a single-driver ridesharing scenario,

while an idea of using multiple rides from different drivers has not yet

gained attention. Similar to changing modes in public transportation, there

might be successive drivers to convey a passenger. In this case, there would

be intermediate drop-off and pick-up points on their way. Their number

1https://expandedramblings.com, accessed in July 2018
2https://expandedramblings.com/index.php/blablacar-facts-statistics, accessed in

July 2018
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and assignment can be allocated based on available trips by drivers, travel

times and certain properties of pick-up points themselves. In this case, some

parts of the intended trip might include drivers who propose to rideshare,

however other parts might not have any drivers willing to take a certain

route. In such a case, the user can either wait until suitable rides appear in

the system, or try to hitchhike those missing segments.

The hitchhiking problem, being either part of long-distance ridesharing

service or used traditionally, has not yet been formalised despite its promi-

nence and benefits. There has not been a holistic computational framework

to make the hitchhiking experience fast and reliable, and we aim to fill this

gap in this thesis. Our research contribution provides a basis for a long-

distance ridesharing application to connect both passengers and drivers.

Our novel idea is to include the optional possibility of hitchhiking, which

allows users to seek rides from drivers who are not registered in the appli-

cation.

Example 1. We begin with an example of long-distance ridesharing that

involving hitchhiking. Consider a road network in Figure 1.1, where a trav-

eller aims to travel from A to F . Let travel times along all edges be 30 min-

utes, and the traveller starts their journey at 9 am. Also, the traveller can

get off and seek for other lifts only at intermediate nodes B, C, D, E, even

if the driver’s final destination is further away. Assume the traveller can

either hitchhike or get a prearranged shared ride with a certain driver if the

driver enters their intended ride in a ridesharing system and makes it avail-

able for other travellers to join. Assume the traveller is happy to do both

with the only aim of getting to their destination F as quickly as possible,

so we do not consider personal preferences or payment options. There are
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different strategies for the traveller to do it described below, and the process

of choosing a strategy is called route planning.

FIGURE 1.1: Example of a road network

Consider there are prearranged rides where drivers are willing to take

passengers on board:

• 9am: from A to D (arriving at 10am)

• 12pm: from D to F (arriving at 1pm)

Now consider hitchhiking options for the passenger. From any point,

the traveller can ask for a lift to any other point on a road: for example,

from B they can ask for a lift to C,D. All these options represent different

hitchhiking strategies, like seeking for a direct lift from A to F , or from A

to C and then from C to D, having C as an intermediate point. Assume A

and B have mostly local traffic not going further to E or F . D does not have

a good location or lots of traffic coming to E and F , so the waiting time is

relatively high comparing to B, C, and E.

Waiting times at a particular location can be expected to vary accord-

ing to the travel start time, destination and also has probabilistic nature: it
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might be 10, 20, 30 minutes etc. In the following tables, for each departure

time and intended route, we show possible arrival times with correspond-

ing probabilities.

D→ F
Depart. time Arrival time Prob.
10:00 11:50 0.5

12:10 0.5

B→ C
Depart. time Arrival time Prob.
09:30 10:10 0.5

10:20 0.5

C→ F
Depart. time Arrival time Prob.
10:10 11:30 0.9

11:40 0.1
10:20 11:50 0.1

12:00 0.9

C→ E
Depart. time Arrival time Prob.
10:10 10:50 0.9

11:00 0.1
10:20 11:00 0.2

11:10 0.8

E→ F
Depart. time Arrival time Prob.
10:50 11:30 0.8

11:40 0.2
11:00 11:40 0.5

11:50 0.5
11:10 11:50 0.5

12:00 0.5
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Consider all other hitchhiking waiting times (e.g. A to F , B to F ) to be

significantly higher to keep the example concise. Note that if some drivers

have their trips prearranged, then waiting times for the traveller become 0

for that specific time, or no longer than waiting for that lift if they decide to

start travelling earlier.

Now, we consider possible travel strategies (including either prearranged

rides or hitchhiking or both) for a passenger and compute their expected

travel times which we calculate based on travel time probabilities. For ex-

ample, if the probability of a 40 minute ride is 0.4, and 50 minute ride is 0.6,

the expected travel times is 46 minutes.

In all of them, the traveller first picks the proposed ride from A to D,

which has two possible options to get off: B and D.

• Get off at D and wait 2 hours till the next prearranged ride from D to

F . The arrival time is 12 noon, so the expected travel time is 4 hours.

• Get off at D and start hitchhiking from D to F . Since there is not

much traffic and the waiting time is high, the expected travel time

is 3.5 hours.

• Get off at B and start hitchhiking from B to F . The expected travel

time is 2 hours 45 minutes.

• Get off at B and start hitchhiking from B to C. If arriving at 10:10am,

start hitchhiking from C to F . If arriving at 10:20am, start hitchhiking

from C toE, and then fromE to F . The expected travel time is 2 hours

42 minutes.
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There are more strategies even for such a small example. We see that the

last strategy actually has different next options when arriving at C, depend-

ing on arrival time. It also combines both a prearranged ride from A to B

and then hitchhiking and is also the most optimal strategy in terms of ex-

pected travel time. However, in the process of choosing a strategy, or route

planning, other notions of optimality can be chosen. In this thesis, strate-

gies are formally defined as path programs, and the process of choosing the

optimal path program is called optimal route planning.

1.2 Challenges and research objectives

In this thesis, we aim to develop a framework for solving the optimal route

planning problem for long-distance travelling that might include hitchhik-

ing. As we noted in the example, the inclusion of hitchhiking into the frame-

work adds up uncertain waiting times at pick-up locations that vary over

time of the day, thus making the problem more complicated. A presence of

prearranged rides will just reduce this variability, making waiting times de-

terministic. Therefore, we can consider solving optimal route planning for

hitchhikers as a core of the proposed problem and focus on it in this thesis.

As per Example 1, even for a very simple road network with just a few

intermediate stops, the number of possible hitchhiking path programs be-

comes large. We also found that the whole problem is complex due to its

stochastic and time-dependent nature. We emphasise three research objec-

tives, where each of them is motivated by multiple important challenges

arising from Example 1. Therefore, we show the significance of these three

research objectives that will be addressed in this thesis.
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Research Objective 1. Formalizing hitchhiker’s route planning as a

transportation problem.

• Various numbers of rides. The total travel time of a hitchhiking path

program could vary depending on how long a traveller has to wait at

all pick-up locations on their way. Since each waiting time is uncer-

tain, the total travel time is also uncertain. To compare various path

programs, we have to calculate all possible combinations of all possi-

ble waiting times.

• Route variations. Hitchhikers usually do not ask drivers to make long

detours. A driver could pick them up at any point of their route where

they see them. Hitchhikers could ask drivers to stop on any point of

their way and then ask for another lift from there. Therefore, there

are multiple pairs of pick-up and drop-off points for each driver and

hitchhiker.

• Traffic assignment in a model. All traffic between B and E can be

distributed between two different roads: B-C-E and B-D-E. While in

many cases most drivers going from B to E can choose one of these

roads (i.e. C), there could be more traffic between pairs B-D and D-

E. On the contrary, the same road contains traffic from drivers having

multiple source-destination points.

Research Objective 2. Developing a scalable framework for finding

optimal path programs for hitchhikers.

• Dynamic nature of route planning. For common deterministic route

planning algorithms, we assume that travellers will take the same
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shortest path. As we see in Example 1 for hitchhiking, decisions for the

same point might differ depending on the actual arrival time. There-

fore, a path program should be time-adaptive. Note that from the al-

gorithmic point of view, this problem is different from the well-known

problems of private vehicle route planning or optimal trip planning by

public transport.

• Waiting time uncertainty. For hitchhiking, waiting times at pickup

locations are always uncertain. In addition, these probabilistic waiting

times vary widely over the day, i.e. waiting time at night is likely to

be significantly higher. Travel times might vary due to congestion as

well, but they are not frequent on highways. However, if the ride has

been pre-arranged, i.e. there are no waiting times, the total travel time

consists only of the riding time.

• Traffic flow variations. The traffic on long-distance highways varies

significantly depending on the time of day, season and various ran-

dom factors such as accidents. These variations are crucial for a hitch-

hiker, especially those who face standing at a quiet road at night.

• Different notions of optimality. We considered expected travel time

as the main objective, but in some cases, travellers might have other

criteria, such as choosing the most reliable path program.

Research Objective 3. Identifying factors that characterise the best

pick-up locations for hitchhiking.

• Presence of waiting time. Total travel time consists of driving time

in a vehicle and waiting times where a traveller is hitchhiking. If all
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rides are prearranged and the traveller does not need to hitchhike,

then waiting time is negligible and the total travel time is equal to the

driving time. In the other case, the waiting time could be a substantial

part of the total travel time.

• Importance of pick-up locations. Waiting time for a hitchhiker de-

pends on two properties: number of cars (traffic) on that road, and

how suitable this location is for hitchhiking. Even though many drivers

might not be willing to pick up hitchhikers, the suitability of location

is crucial for potential willing drivers. The better the location is (e.g.

has good visibility of a hitchhiker, cars slow down and have enough

places to stop there, etc.) the less waiting time would be.

• Lack of data. To find the optimal route for prearranged rides, some

additional information might be required: for example, road conges-

tion at various times of the day. Most importantly, various pick-up

locations have to be assessed from the hitchhiker’s perspective. Op-

timal route planning for hitchhikers requires additional data, such as

the quality of all possible pick-up locations, traffic on roads and its

hourly variations.

In this thesis, we aim to be the first to study the computational chal-

lenges related to hitchhiking comprehensively and to develop a foundation

for a general computational framework for long-distance travellers involv-

ing hitchhiking. First, we formalize a hitchhiker’s route planning process

as a static hitchhiker’s problem and introduce the idea of a static hitchhik-

ing graph to comprise all possible decisions for a hitchhiker. Second, we

relax deterministic and time-independent constraints and extend the static
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hitchhiker’s problem and hitchhiking graph to stochastic time-dependent

ones, allowing the practical route planning for hitchhikers in a real-world

scenario. Since the full-scale size of the problem is significantly large, we

developed heuristic algorithms to reduce the size while preserving the opti-

mality of solutions. Third, we analyze spatial factors that influence the best

locations for hitchhiking and use the data from actual hitchhiking locations

to leverage the optimal route planning algorithms. Our framework could

serve as a foundation of a ridesharing service which connects long-distance

travellers and drivers and assists in trip planning for both. Such a service

could satisfy both drivers and travellers, and lead to safe, fast and reliable

country-level trips for hitchhikers. We summarize the contributions of this

thesis below.

1.3 Contributions

In this thesis, we have made the following contributions.

• We formalized the hitchhiker’s problem as the core of the proposed

model for long-distance ridesharing and proposed a graph-based model

to represent the set of all possible travel options for a hitchhiker. We

developed a hitchhiking traffic model with simulated traffic and pro-

posed pick-up locations on a country scale, and conducted experi-

ments to find various hitchhiking graphs for various countries.

• We developed a route recommender system to handle both stochastic
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and time-dependent travel times and to find the optimal path pro-

gram for a hitchhiker. We included various objective functions for op-

timal path programs such as expected travel time or minimising max-

imum possible travel time. We applied various heuristics to construct

graphs of reduced size while preserving optimal path programs and

our experiments for selected countries have proved to be a significant

improvement in query running times while preserving optimal travel

time.

• We analysed how various spatial factors influence the success of hitch-

hikers at certain pick-up locations, making some of them more suit-

able and thus having less waiting time. We crawled a large dataset of

hitchhiking locations from Hitchwiki website and analysed multiple

features such as road type or distance to amenities. Finally, we devel-

oped a classification model to estimate suitable pick-up locations.

1.4 Thesis structure

The remainder of this thesis is outlined below.

Chapter 2 provides a background study on existing work related to this

thesis. Moreover, it provides the definitions and notations that are used in

the subsequent sections.

Chapter 3 formalizes a route planning process for a hitchhiker and presents

an idea of static hitchhiker’s problem. It also introduces a static hitchhiking

graph as a set of all possible hitchhiking options.
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Chapter 4 extends the static hitchhiker’s problem to a time-dependent

stochastic hitchhiker’s problem and presents algorithms to find an optimal

path program on it.

Chapter 5 discusses the problem of finding optimal pick-up locations

for hitchhiking based on certain spatial properties. Besides, it describes an

algorithm to predict how good the pick-up location is for hitchhiking.

Chapter 6 concludes this thesis, provides potential future directions and

discusses a potential practical implementation.
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Chapter 2

Background

In the previous chapter, we introduced our problem of long-distance rideshar-

ing and highlighted its challenges and importance. In this chapter, we overview

the existing work related to our problem. First, we introduce the history and

academic works about hitchhiking which is the main concept modelled in

this thesis. Then we introduce notations and literature survey about con-

cepts that are used later in the thesis as shortest paths, alternative graphs,

and time-dependent route planning.

To the best of our knowledge, finding optimal routes for hitchhikers has

not yet been studied. Since we are the first to study computational aspects of

hitchhiking, there are no works directly relevant to this topic. For the same

reason, we are not able to compare our ideas with any other algorithms

in this domain. Therefore, in this section, we investigate works in related

areas such as finding shortest paths for private vehicles or route planning

for a stochastic and time-dependent problem, and in the following sections,

we investigate their applicability for our problem.

Overall, the process of hitchhiking falls naturally into the following parts

that we address in this chapter. First, we outline the general overview of

hitchhiking, its history and research in Section 2.1. We introduce the process
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of hitchhiking and notation used in this thesis in Chapter 2.2. We revise the

shortest path algorithms as the core of a hitchhiker’s route-finding process

and heuristics for finding them in Section 2.3. The review of the research on

alternative paths selection, alternative graphs, and adjacent topics is given

in Section 2.4. Then we provide an overview of hitchhiking strategies as

stochastic time-dependent route planning in Section 2.5. Finally, we identify

research gaps which we aim to fill in the following chapters.

2.1 History of hitchhiking

Since hitchhiking is the most fundamental concept which this thesis is de-

picting, we summarize the history of traditional hitchhiking and academic

research about it in this subsection. Most existing academic works describe

hitchhiking from cultural, sociological and anthropological perspectives. To

the best of our knowledge, there has been no research describing hitchhik-

ing from a computational perspective, including optimal route planning or

studies of optimal pick-up locations. Two recent social and human science

studies provide detailed historical and literature surveys about hitchhik-

ing (Compagni Portis, 2015) (Mewes, 2016), while we provide a concise

overview of the history of hitchhiking and the research about it in this sec-

tion.

First, hitchhiking was present as a form of ridesharing with strangers

long before motorized vehicles. The first known hitchhiking experience

was by Odysseus when he was a guest on a ship sailing from the myste-

rious island of Scheria to Ithaca. Scheria is identified by many ancient and

modern interpreters as Corfu and lies 110 km from Ithaca (Compagni Portis,
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2015). However, hitchhiking is now mostly associated with motorized vehi-

cles, even though there are many documented trips of travellers hitchhiking

boats, trains, and planes.

While Odysseus is said to be the first hitchhiker, the first documented

hitchhiking rides in the era of motorized vehicles were done by Tickner Ed-

wardes and published in his book "Lift-luck on Southern Roads" in 1910

(Edwardes, 1910). Hitchhiking became popular in the US in the following

decades, especially during the Great Depression and Second World War, af-

ter which it also became popular in Europe. The first reviewed scientific

article "An Informal History of Hitchhiking" was published in almost half

a century after, in 1958 by John Schlebecker (T., 1958). It provides detailed

research on how hitchhiking originated and developed in the United States

in the early 20th Century. Interestingly, in their observation hitchhiking had

been nearly dead at that time, a claim which keeps appearing in many arti-

cles about hitchhiking, and keeps being contradicted by hitchhikers.

Beat literature in the 1950s established the counter-cultural significance

of hitchhiking and was first to add non-conformist and non-capitalist atti-

tudes and an adventurous spirit which remains today. The most famous

book depicting hitchhiking journey is On the Road by Jack Kerouac (Ker-

ouak, 1957). Hippie culture became prominent in USA and Europe soon

afterward and cited hitchhiking as a non-commercial practice promoting

solidarity and mutual assistance. Also, hitchhiking gained spiritual and ro-

mantic connotations as a pathway to the inner self. At this time in socialist

countries like USSR and Poland, hitchhiking was regulated and promoted

at a governmental level (Gvozdenko, 2014).

In the 1970s, hitchhiking became widespread in the USA and Europe,
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and many research papers were published. "California Crimes And Acci-

dents Associated With Hitchhiking" is the only study in English estimating

the number of hitchhikers, which was 5.2 million hitchhiking rides across

California during 5 months in 1973, when the population of California was

around 20.87 million people (Patrol, 1974). It estimated that hitchhikers

were involved in 0.26% of accidents and 0.63% of crimes in California dur-

ing the period studied, and 0.00073% of all hitchhiking rides had some ac-

cidents. At this time a large number of papers relating to the quantitative

measurement of hitchhiking success based on gender, appearance, signs,

weather and other features began to be published, and they continue to be

published more recently. A recent study (Kotz, 2017) provides a review and

comparative analysis of their results of hitchhiking success in all these stud-

ies.

In the 1980s, hitchhiking popularity began to decline due to factors such

as improving viable fast transportation options, better access to public trans-

portation, general diminution of trust to strangers and a negative portrayal

of hitchhiking in popular media (Chesters and Smith, 2001). Some recent

works by students who hitchhike have been published in countries where

hitchhiking is popular, such as Russia (Gvozdenko, 2014) (Shapko I.V., 2008)

or Germany (Mewes, 2016). Mewes’ thesis states that the Internet has en-

abled hitchhikers to form a network and community to share information,

experiences and to support each other. This work analyses distinctive prop-

erties of hitchhikers as a community and finds them mainly egalitarian, non-

hierarchical, trustful and self-reliant.

Hitchhiking evolves naturally in any society where there are vehicles.

Thus, it was or still is present in almost all countries and is widely used
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as a way of commuting for locals in non-Western countries. Therefore, it

becomes a cultural phenomenon and acquires cultural norms and traditions

of a corresponding region. For example, hitchhiking in Fiji usually involves

payment which is equal to the price of the corresponding bus ride. Since

ethical norms in Saudi Arabia prohibit usage of a thumb sign, hitchhikers

use another gesture, which is waving an arm down.

A variation of hitchhiking is called slugging (Ma and Wolfson, 2013),

where drivers pick up passengers on their commuting trips due to the re-

striction of the minimum number of passengers on high-occupancy vehicle

lanes present on some highways. Slugging exists in urban areas in Wash-

ington, San Francisco Bay area and Houston and is common mostly during

peak hours. Also, see (Furuhata et al., 2013) for a general review of current

ridesharing research, as well as the comparison of long-distance carpooling

services that involve cost-sharing between drivers and passengers.

Among other research topics related to hitchhiking, there is some re-

cent work about driver-passenger meeting points, or pick-up locations, for

ridesharing. Most of them analyse pick-up locations for intraurban scenario

(Stiglic et al., 2015). The idea of launch pad presented in (Rigby, Krüger,

and Winter, 2013) (Rigby and Winter, 2015) is an opportunistic client user in-

terface that helps passengers to determine the pick-up location by visually

highlighting potential locations based on the theory of space-time prisms

and time geography (Hägerstrand, 1970) (Miller, 1991). An algorithm to de-

termine pick-up points for prearranged interurban rides for multiple pas-

sengers is presented in (Czioska et al., 2017a) and it is based on estimated

driver arrival time and public transport stop coverage, which was also ex-

tended to the demand-responsive transportation scenario (Czioska et al.,
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2017b). Pick-up locations in ridesharing were also analysed from the pri-

vacy perspective, but only in intraurban scenarios (Goel, Kulik, and Ra-

mamohanarao, 2016) (Aïvodji et al., 2016).

Today, hitchhikers in Western countries constitute a large group with

their subculture, social networks and even hitchhiking races as sporting

competitions. There are hitchhiking clubs with thousands of members in

many countries of both Western and Eastern Europe. This community has

created various materials depicting hitchhiking practice and experience, in-

cluding manuals, travel books, songs, novels, blogs, documentary movies

or even film festivals. This thesis seeks to be the first comprehensive study

of computational aspects of hitchhiking to make hitchhiking fast and reli-

able for this community as well as to attract new members by implement-

ing a fundamental framework for interurban ridesharing. Thus, the next

sections provide a background work on computational aspects of topics

related to it such as graphs and shortest paths, stochastic time-dependent

route planning and alternative route selection.

2.2 Hitchhiking process

Having given an overview of the history of hitchhiking, we describe the

hitchhiking process in this section. Then we connect it to research areas

summarized later in this chapter and introduce the notation used later in

this thesis.

The process of hitchhiking involves the following stages. First, a hitch-

hiker has to decide the overall journey plan and choose initial and destina-

tion locations as well as initial travel time. Their incentives for hitchhiking
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might vary and might include going to a particular place, a set of places, go-

ing as fast as possible or taking the most scenic route, etc. Then they should

outline the intended route as a sequence of highways, including possible

alternative routes from it. The journey on this route might be planned to

rely on one vehicle, especially when the hitchhiker expects many cars going

directly between the source and destination points, or have multiple lifts

in between. Then they decide the first location from which to hitchhike,

go there and start hitchhiking. The hitchhiker asks an intended route from

each driver stopped and decides if they want to get on board or wait for an-

other vehicle at the same location. If they get on board, they should decide

the location to get out of the vehicle, and in case the driver does not go to

the hitchhiker’s destination location, they should continue this process until

they reach the destination. Note that the total travel time consists of wait-

ing times to stop cars and actual travelling within the vehicles. Moreover,

depending on the total travel time upon arrival at an intermediate node, the

decision where to travel next generally might be different.

The problem of finding a hitchhiking route in essence is a route planning

problem for a special transportation mode. We introduce static hitchhiking

graphs (SHG) in Chapter 3 and connect it to the route planning for hitch-

hikers. For this type of problem, finding shortest paths in graphs has been

a fundamental and well-studied topic for a long time. It has applications

in various domains, from telecommunications and networking to game de-

sign, and many papers, dissertations and reports have been published on

this topic. There are various notions of shortest paths, as well as various

classifications of the problem of finding it. They include, but are not limited

to, various input graph types, notions of path length, specific constraints
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related to a domain, or single/multiple sources and/or destination nodes.

Some early surveys in previous studies of the shortest path problem include

(Johnson, 1973) (Deo and Pang, 1984) (Ahyja, Orlin, and Magnanti, 1993)

(Cherkassky, Goldberg, and Radzik, 1996) and contain references to hun-

dreds of papers: the number of papers on shortest paths keeps increasing.

In recent years, surveys about specific subproblems have been published,

most importantly for route planning in transportation networks (Pallottino

and Scutella, 1998) (Bast et al., 2015) (Madkour et al., 2017).

We begin by giving the main definitions and notations used in this thesis.

Consider a weighted directed graph G = (N,E, l) where N is a set of nodes

(vertices), E a set of directed edges (arcs). For each edge e = (ni, nj) ∈ E

its length l(e) : E → R is defined as a cost of travelling from node ni to

nj . We use "cost" as a general term, and it can model distance between

nodes or travel time. In this subsection, we use terms "cost", "weight" and

"length" interchangeably, while in the following sections we describe used

terms: cost might be the length of a road or travel time depending on the

graphs that are considered. Also, "network" term is used interchangeably

with "graph" in this chapter.

A path between the source and destination nodes Ps,d is a connected

sequence of edges: Ps,d = 〈s = n1, n2, . . . nm = d〉 where ∀i ∈ [1..m− 1] :

(ni, ni+1) ∈ E. Therefore, the total length of a path is a sum of lengths of all

its edges:

l(Ps,d) =
∑

i∈[1..m−1]

l((ni, ni+1))
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The shortest path P ∗s,d is a path between s and d with the minimum total

length:

P ∗s,d = arg min Ps,d l(Ps,d)

We also call a length l(P ∗s,d) of the shortest path as a distance between corre-

sponding points s and d.

The example of graph G is given in Figure 2.1, and shortest path P ∗s,d is

bold.

FIGURE 2.1: Graph G

However, as it is shown in Chapter 3 the size of static hitchhiking graphs

is large while a number of reasonable paths is not. Therefore, we introduce

alternative paths to the shortest path, that might be useful when more than

one path is needed. For example, navigation systems provide a set of path

so that a driver can pick any of them if some are more congested than others.

In general case, alternative paths have smaller cost than the shortest path

and they do not intersect, so the number of various alternatives is equal to

the number of paths. However, some applications require slightly different

representation of a set of alternatives. Road networks usually have many
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roads, and most of them are not necessary since they might be of a smaller

capacity, or comprising a detour which is significantly larger to the shortest

path. In such case, we refine the whole graph, pruning unnecessary edges

and keeping only a small subset of needful edges that are important for

route planning. Such generalization of an idea of alternative paths, or a

union of several source-destination paths, is called an alternative graph. It is

used to store more alternative paths with potential overlaps than isolated

alternative paths.

An example of alternative graph (bold) as a subset of the whole graph is

given in Figure 2.2. The bold edges contains all edges from the shortest path

plus edges from all possible paths that are slightly longer than it, and these

paths might be a useful alternative to the shortest path. We provide the

overview of existing research about alternative paths and graphs in Section

2.4.

Recalling Example 1 in Chapter 1, due to the variability and unpre-

dictability of hitchhiking waiting times, the notion of a shortest path on

alternative graph might not be fully addressed for a route recommender

system, therefore we need to consider stochastic and time-dependent travel

times. We incorporate them into our graph G, where instead of length l

we will use time-dependent stochastic weights. First, we define a discrete

time horizon Thorizon = {t0, t1, t2, . . . , tmax} that represent all possible times-

tamps, including arrival and departure times to all nodes. Unlike time-

independent deterministic scenario that uses static edge weights (lengths)

l, we are using a discrete random variables we,t ∈ W , where fwe,t(x) =
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FIGURE 2.2: Alternative graph example

Pr[we,t = x] is its probability mass function (PMF) with corresponding do-

mainD(fwe,t) of all possible travel times and rangeR(fwe,t) of all their prob-

abilities. Thus, a travel time along edge e ∈ E for all starting time t can have

multiple values with corresponding probabilities from its PMF fwe,t(x), and

therefore both stochastic and time-dependent component are incorporated.

While we use discrete probability distributions, note that some other works

use continuous ones as we indicate below.

The literature survey about stochastic time-dependent route planning is

given in Section 2.5.

Despite the above-mentioned areas have attracted interest in the research

community, a question of finding optimal locations of hitchhiking has not

been studied extensively. Therefore, the process of finding a location to
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hitchhike and other factors that influence its success are studied in Chap-

ter 5. In the following chapters, we provide the overview of existing works

in the research areas we highlighted above.

2.3 Shortest path problem

Having discussed the importance of route planning for long-distance rideshar-

ing and hitchhiking in Chapter 1, we provide an overview of shortest path

algorithms and heuristics for them as the core of route planning for ev-

ery possible transportation method, including intraurban ridesharing and

hitchhiking in this section.

Consider a static shortest path problem, where we need to find a path, or

sequence of edges, that connects source node s and destination node d with

the minimum total cost on a graph with constant edge cost. Dijkstra’s al-

gorithm (Dijkstra, 1959) is the most common and well-known algorithm for

solving static shortest path problem where edge weights are non-negative

l(e) ≥ 0. Its idea lies in maintaining labels of current best-known costs g(ni)

from the source node s to all other nodes ni, updating these labels when a

path with smaller cost appears, and on each step extracting the node with

the least cost g(n) among the nodes that have not been visited yet. The

complexity of Dijkstra’s algorithm is dependent on the implementation of a

priority queue: a data structure which is used to extract this minimum cost

label node. The standard implementation with binary heap has worst-case

running time O((|N | + |E|) log|N |) (Goldberg and Tarjan, 1996) and can be
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improved to O(|E| + |N | log|N |) using Fibonacci heaps (Fredman and Tar-

jan, 1987). Another improvement of Dijkstra’s algorithm can make average-

case time complexity linear: O(|E| + |N |) (Goldberg, 2008). Dijkstra’s al-

gorithm became a benchmark algorithm not only due to its simplicity but

also because it can be extended to more complicated algorithms and use in-

corporated heuristics. One natural extension idea is bidirectional Dijkstra’s

algorithm (Dantzig, 1963), which uses two simultaneous searches from the

source node s forward, and from the destination node d backwards until

both search trees meet.

A vast amount various speed-up techniques for shortest path algorithms

have been developed, and we we introduce those with the most impact in

the next paragraphs. The most recent comprehensive reviews on existing

speed-up techniques for road and transportation networks are given in (Bast

et al., 2015) and (Madkour et al., 2017). Note that the complexity analysis of

speed-up techniques is usually not given in the papers, and they are usually

compared by preprocessing time and space, and query running time.

Goal-directed methods. While Dijkstra’s algorithm is scanning nodes in all

directions, there are ways to orientate the search towards the destination. As

we show in Chapter 3, the number of potential route choices for a hitchhiker

is considerably large, while the majority of those choice options do not lead

towards the destination. Therefore, optimizing the search towards the des-

tiantion is a natural improvement to Dijkstra’s algorithm, which searches in

all possible directions. One of the most important goal-directed methods is

A* (called A-star) algorithm first proposed in (Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael,

1968). Instead of minimizing just the minimum cost path g(n) from the

source node, it uses a heuristic function h(n) which estimates how much
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this node leads to the destination, and minimizes a sum of the minimum

cost and this heuristic function g(n)+h(n). In this case, Dijkstra’s algorithm

is a generalization of A* algorithm, where the heuristic function is constant

zero: h(n) ≡ 0. Non-trivial heuristics functions h(n) usually use the geo-

graphical distance between corresponding nodes.

An improvement of A* is called ALT (A*, landmarks, triangle inequal-

ity) (Goldberg and Harrelson, 2005) and uses distances between a set of

landmarks L and all other nodes N \ L. While processing the shortest path

query, the algorithm uses triangle inequality (a difference between precom-

puted distances from a node ni being scanned and the destination node d to

a landmark node l ∈ L) to achieve better estimated lower bounds on h(n).

Precomputed distances methods. If a recommender system has to find short-

est paths for a large set of source-destination pairs, some of the pairs will be

used more regularly than others. Also, looking into a structure of short-

est paths for various source-destination pairs, many of them might have

the same subpaths inside. Therefore, similarly to the idea of ALT to pre-

compute distances between landmarks and other nodes, it is possible to

precompute distances between some pairs of nodes and then use this in-

formation to get the data between all possible pairs of s − d nodes. It

implies a natural trade-off between preprocessing time, space and query

speed, which is discussed for all the methods listed below. For example,

Transit Node Routing tecnhique (Bast et al., 2007) is based on preselecting

such subset T of nodes, computing all pairwise distances on it, and for each

s−d query minimizes a sum of distance dist(s, t1)+dist(t1+t2)+dist(t2+d),

where {t1, t2} ⊂ T . Another well-studied technique is called HubLabeling

(Gavoille et al., 2004)(Cohen et al., 2003), where distances from node n to
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a subset of landmark nodes (hubs) L(n) are computed. Precisely, two label

distances are computed: forward label Lf (n) and backward label Lb(n), and

these hubs are chosen with a property that for any vertices n1, n2 the inter-

section of these sets Lf (n) ∩ Lb(n) contains at least one node on the shortest

path P ∗n1,n2
between them. The idea of extending this approach into comput-

ing all possible s−d pairs is done in PHAST algorithm (Delling et al., 2013),

but it requires a huge amount of memory (1Pb of RAM) for continental-

sized road networks.

Hierarchical methods. Since the total number of roads in the road networks

is usually large, not all of them have an equal number of cars passing by.

Motorways can comprise more cars than regional roads, as well as to appear

more often in long-distance shortest paths. Therefore, it is natural to assume

they are higher in the hierarchy of roads, and their number is significantly

smaller than roads with small priority. Consequently, if the the shortest

path search looks up for roads with high priority roads first, it can greatly

reduce the total search space, and thus the total query running time. This

idea of assigning and using a specific important of roads is the key concept

of hierarchical speed-up techniques described below.

The first idea in this family of algorithms was assigning predefined cate-

gories of roads on a preprocessing stage (Liu, 1997) (Jagadeesh, Srikanthan,

and Quek, 2002). However, an approach of using a hierarchy of nodes in-

stead of roads, and computing it inherently from the road network, has been

found to be more feasible and computationally effective over time. One of

such approaches is called Reach (Gutman, 2004). During the preprocessing

stage, each node n is assigned with its importance measure r(n,G) as the
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maximum of minimum distances that n is connecting, taken over all short-

est paths where n belongs to. It is shown that this centrality measure r(n,G)

can be effectively used in the heuristic function h(n) of A* algorithm. An-

other algorithm Contraction Hierarchies belongs to this branch, and it became

one of the most widely used algorithms for the fast shortest path search, and

outperforms methods like A* in orders of query times. Since we build our

future framework approach on algorithm, we discuss this method in more

details.

Contraction Hierarchies (CH) (Geisberger et al., 2012) is a well-known

shortest path speed-up technique which is widely used in current route

planning applications. The general idea lies in a fact that nodes in a graph

have different importance, and therefore have a certain order, where some

nodes are more or less important than other. Shortest path from a source

node usually goes up to a more important node (representing most impor-

tant intersections of highways, for example), and then down to the destina-

tion node. This method includes Preprocessing stage, when nodes are con-

tracted in order and possibly new shortcuts are added to the graph repre-

senting shortest paths between nodes with a higher order, and Query stage,

where bidirectional Dijkstra’s algorithm search is done for each source- des-

tination pair s− d.

Assume a graph G has a certain vertex order π : {1 . . . n} → N . On the

preprocessing stage, nodes are contracted (temporarily removed) from the

graph one by one in order π. For each contracted node n, a search among all

pairs of adjacent vertices (x, y) is done to check if n belongs to the shortest

path between x and y. This search is called witness search, and if this path

does not contain n, it is called witness path. If there is no witness path for
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a pair (x, y), then a new shortcut edge is inserted with a weight l(x, n) +

l(n, y). After all the operations, the resulting weighted contraction hierarchy

graph G?
π is obtained, and then the upward graph G∧π is done by replacing

undirected with directed edges (π(i), π(j)) where i < j, thus keeping only

edges which lead to nodes with larger order. Then, a bidirectional Dijkstra

search is performed on G∧π .

Customizable Contraction Hierarchies (CCH) (Dibbelt, Strasser, and Wag-

ner, 2016) is an extension to CH algorithm, which changes the Preprocess-

ing stage into two stages: Preprocessing and Customization. Preprocessing

does not use weights, but just an underlying structure of a graph, and might

be considerably slower. Weights are added at the Customization stage, and

this operation is reasonably fast, including the case of frequent updates of

certain weights of edges of the graph. Therefore, for a problem involving

frequently changing weights in the graph, only faster Customization stage

should be running again, and therefore it makes this technique effective for

the Penalty method of finding an alternative graph described in Section 2.4.

Also, for this problem, CCH tecnhique is the current state-of-the-art method

having similar performance with Customized Route Planning (Delling et

al., 2011).

As we see from the next section, methods for finding alternative graphs

requires finding the shortest path in graphs where edge weights are regu-

larly changing. As it is shown in (Dibbelt, Strasser, and Wagner, 2016), CCH

provides the fastest query time among those techniques and therefore can

be considered as state of the art technique for this problem. In Section 2.4,

we provide details of alternative graph construction and how fast shortest

path algorithms can be used to leverage its performance.
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2.4 Alternative paths and alternative graphs

Finding an optimal path program might include multiple paths taken at dif-

ferent times as we showed in Example 1 in Chapter 3. The decision about the

next road to take could vary depending on the actual travel time, thus find-

ing a single shortest path might not be sufficient. Therefore, our route plan-

ning system should be able to preselect multiple viable route choices from

the complete graph, which is a combination of multiple edges on a graph.

Similarly to our problem, many mobile applications for car route planning

(i.e. Google Maps) usually provide multiple paths, so a driver can choose

the most suitable path among them. In such case, these paths provide viable

alternatives to the shortest path and are therefore called alternative paths in

the literature. The union of alternative paths is called alternative graph, and

we showed an example of alternative paths and graph in Figure 2.2. In this

subsection, we provide various studies about alternative graphs.

Different notions of alternative paths based on the application domain

have been proposed. For example, (Abraham et al., 2013) considers finding

alternative routes in road networks for trip planning in navigation applica-

tions. Their idea is to describe alternative paths as those which share not

more than a certain fraction of length with the shortest path, not too much

longer than the shortest path, and each segment of the alternative path is

the shortest path in itself.

Similarly to alternative path properties, alternative graph properties have

been proposed in (Bader et al., 2011). Their goal is to find a set of several

useful alternatives to the shortest path for route planning on a road network,

and therefore they use the following attributes as measures. For a graph G,
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consider an alternative graph G′ = (N ′, E ′, l′), where N ′ ⊆ N,E ′ ⊆ E, l′ ⊆ l,

and source-destination pair (s, d). The first attribute is is total distance to

measure how non-overlapping the paths are, and reaching its maximum for

k disjoint paths. Second, it is average distance, which is a stretch of alternative

paths in relation to the shortest path. Third, it is the decision edges number,

which is how many different alternatives a driver can take at all nodes of

the graph. For their problem, the constraints AverageDistance ≤ 1.1 and

DecisionEdges ≤ 10 are used and the objective function TotalDistance −

AverageDistance is maximized. The same criteria are used in (Feng et al.,

2016) with ant colony optimization algorithm being used.

Next, we outline various methods of constructing alternative paths and

graphs. Note that every set of alternative paths can be easily converted to

an alternative graph by a simple union of all paths. One of the earliest ap-

proaches to find alternative paths is the K-shortest path problem. It is a

problem of finding top-K shortest paths between the source and destina-

tion nodes on a graph ordered by their cost. The two main subproblems

are finding only paths without loops, or when the loops are allowed. De-

pending on the interpretation, various algorithms have been proposed, and

the most influential are Yen’s algorithm for loopless paths (Yen, 1971) and

Eppstein’s algorithm for paths with self-loops (Eppstein, 1998). However,

the top-K shortest paths are usually very similar to each other, having a

difference only in small detours.

Pareto method is used to compute Pareto-optimal paths (Delling and

Wagner, 2009), that are defined as paths P ∗cs,d than other paths Ps,d for spe-

cific criteria c. A generalized multi-criteria version of Dijkstra’s algorithm

(Hansen, 1980) (Martins, 1984) is able to find all Pareto-optimal paths, where
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instead of a single label g(n) each of nodes n is assigned with a vector of var-

ious objective functions G(n).

Plateau method was first used in a Cambridge Vehicle Information Tech-

nology website (http://camvit.com/, 2009), and the literature refers to it

without specifying authors. The general idea lies first in expanding two

search trees: a forward tree Ts from the source node s and a backward tree

Td from the destination node d. At some point, these searches meet, but the

searches continue for a specified number of iterations. After that, the edges

that appear in both searches are selected as a main part of plateau, and the

rest of plateau is derived from them, connecting the plateau edges to s and d.

For each node v present in both searches, the corresponding shortest paths

P ∗s,v and P ∗v,d are inserted to the alternative graph G′, and this method is also

known as via node.

Later, a number of improvements have been introduced to this method.

For example, (Kobitzsch, 2013) does not use full search trees Ts and Td, but

reduces the search space by pruning less important nodes. In (Luxen and

Schieferdecker, 2015), for each node v a via node path combining P ∗s,v and

P ∗v,d is constructed using CH and checked for admissibility of alternative

path criteria specified in (Abraham et al., 2013). Two various filtering tech-

niques for selecting plateaus were introduced: in (Bader et al., 2011), plateau

edges are ranked according to the length of s− d path and their own length,

and (Paraskevopoulos and Zaroliagis, 2013) ranks paths based on their rank

derived from TotalDistance−AverageDistance and min-heap to efficiently

implement the selection by rank.
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Penalty method of finding alternative graphs lies in iterative recomput-

ing of shortest paths, while increasing the edge weights, and was first intro-

duced in (Chen, Bell, and Bogenberger, 2007). Specifically, on each iteration

the shortest path is computed, and then its edges’ weights are increased by

multiplying toWiter. Since edge weights of a previously found shortest path

increase, it is possible that the shortest path found on the next iteration will

contain other edges. Niter is a total number of these iterative runs of Penalty

method, and the more it is, the more edges are added to alternative graph.

Overall, experimental evaluation that compares various methods (Bader

et al., 2011) found Plateau and Penalty method having similar performance

and producing the best quality of derived alternative graphs over k-shortest

path and Pareto methods. However, as we mentioned, the objective func-

tion, and thus the overall performance, varies depending on the problem

solved.

The idea of reducing a large routing graph to its subset which includes

only useful alternatives is also used in (Delling et al., 2012). They call it

path corridor and use in the problem of route planning on mobile devices

with limited connectivity, and thus sending extra alternative route infor-

mation. In the experiments, the performance of corridors is compared on

a setting where drivers accidentally make wrong decisions while follow-

ing the shortest path. A path corridor represents a subgraph constructed

around the shortest path from s to d. They introduce two types of corridors:

first, perimeter corridors, which include all vertices within a certain thresh-

old τ from the shortest path and all edges between these vertices. Second,

turn corridors are introduced, which include all vertices that can be reached

from the shortest path P ∗s,d and making k consecutive wrong turns. It is
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shown that perimeter corridors are dominated by turn corridors for their

problem.

We see that corridors and alternative graphs have a similar idea but vary

in structure. Corridors are close to the shortest path, either by distance or

number of turns, while alternative graphs contain edges no necessarily adja-

cent to it, while keep being practical from a routing perspective. Therefore,

routing corridors are helpful for drivers who want to follow the shortest

path and might do wrong decisions while driving, while alternative graphs

provide good alternatives for route planning in advance.

A related idea of graph pruning is considered in (Kobitzsch, Samaranayake,

and Schieferdecker, 2014). The problem being solved is stochastic on-time

arrival problem, which is described in the following Subsection 2.5. In or-

der to reduce the complete road graph, they use Penalty, Plateau and Turn

corridor methods. In the experiments, 1-Turn and Penalty method provide

a reasonable trade-off between sacrificing the most optimal strategy for the

running time, while Plateau method is outperformed by Penalty method.

Overall, we see that alternative graph and alternative path methods have

been developed in domains which are highly different from optimal route

planning for intraurban ridesharing and hitchhiking. Most applications are

related to route planning for navigation, for both planning a trip and nav-

igating on a way in a vehicle. All existing algorithm use parameters tuned

for a specific domain, and therefore applying the methods to a different do-

main requires a comprehensive study about its specifications. Also, Penalty

method is the state of the art method for alternative graph construction,

requires a large number of shortest path queries with a simultaneous up-

date of edge weights in a graph, and CCH method described in Section 2.3
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provides the best-known performance to this problem. However, finding

an alternative graph does not provide a complete solution to the problem of

optimal path program discussed in Example 1 due to uncertain travel times,

and in the Section 2.5 we describe how to overcome this uncertainty.

2.5 Stochastic time-dependent route planning

Recalling Example 1 in Chapter 1, we indicate that considering a travel time

as a constant value is not fully realistic. Hitchhiking as a transportation

mode is known to be highly unpredictable by nature; waiting times for the

same hitchhiker at the same location might be different. In addition, the

driving time on edges may vary a lot. We aim to incorporate this uncer-

tain component into our hitchhiking recommender system, and therefore

we need to describe the area of stochastic route planning, where travel times

on edges (e.g. weights) are modelled as stochastic distributions, either dis-

crete or continuous.

Waiting times for a hitchhiker might vary because of a high variation of

traffic, depending on the time of a day or week, season, weather, accidents

or road conditions. While considering average waiting times might be util-

itarian for the detachment of substantially longer route choices, it does not

help for the specific planning of the hitchhiking strategy due to the large

variations of exact travel times. While the factors as weather or accidents

are impossible to predict in advance in a general manner, our assumption is

that the temporal variation of travel times over a day is the most significant

component of such change. For example, waiting times at the same location
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at 2am, 7am, 2pm, 7pm might be completely different to each other, but fol-

low the same patterns if we look at them over a range of days. Therefore, we

have to consider time-dependent route planning as an important component of

route planning for hitchhikers as stochastic, and we have to consider them

both.

In the literature, two important notions of the optimal route were intro-

duced. First, a priori route choice is used when an exact path (a sequence of

edges similar to a path Ps,d on a static graphG) has to be specified in advance

and no deviations are allowed. Second, time-adaptive route choice is defined

when the exact stochastic realization of the previous edge in specifying the

next edge in the traveller’s decision. Therefore, these decisions might differ

depending on the actual travel time along the arc. In such case, instead of

a single path, we are interested in a path program (also called routing strat-

egy in the literature) that provides all possible decisions that might vary

depending on the arrival time. The result of the time-adaptive route choice

depends on the objective function, which is based on a certain property of

a resulting probabilistic distribution of a path program. This notion is more

complicated than just minimizing the total cost, and it is described later in

this section.

First, we briefly summarize research on time-dependent edge weights,

then stochastic edge weights, and then introduce research that combines

them both. While the development of shortest path research started at the

same time when Dijkstra’s algorithm was created, the first extension consid-

ering time-dependent edge weights was done in (Cooke and Halsey, 1966),

and a generalized Dijkstra’s algorithm to solve this problem was introduced

in (Dreyfus, 1969).(Orda and Rom, 1990) extends this idea to considering
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not-FIFO networks (i.e. leaving first does not necessarily mean arriving

first) and concludes that if waiting at nodes is allowed, then the problem

is polynomial, otherwise it is NP-hard. Regarding time-dependent FIFO

graphs, the research findings are summarized in (Dean, 2004). We should

note that route planning for public transport includes time-dependent com-

ponent, it has different nature since it operates with a fixed set of timetables

(Bast et al., 2015) (Dibbelt et al., 2013).

Stochastic route planning has weights of edges represented as proba-

bilistic distributions. It has more variations from the shortest path in deter-

ministic graphs because the notion of the shortest path is no longer appli-

cable. Each path is represented by a convolution of distributions on corre-

sponding edges, and therefore various notions of optimality is applicable,

i.e. minimum expected time, on-time arrival probability, minimum of max-

imum/minimum possible times etc.

Calculating exact path probabilistic distributions in probabilistic graphs

was first considered in (Frank, 1969), and the complexity of the resulting

distribution is approximated by Monte Carlo simulation. (Sigal, Pritsker,

and Solberg, 1980) introduce the notion of the optimal path as having the

maximum probability of being the shortest path among others. (Loui, 1983)

is using a game-theoretic approach of maximizing utility for decision maker

while choosing optimal path. (Fu and Rilett, 1998) models time-dependent

travel times on edges as continuous-time stochastic processes and uses K-

shortest path algorithm to find the minimum expected travel time path.

Both stochastic and time-dependent edges on the graph were first ad-

dressed in (Hall, 1986). This work also introduces an example to show that
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Bellman’s principle of optimality (Bellman, 1957) does not hold for the time-

dependent stochastic scenario. The idea of this principle is that the optimal

path must obey the rule that for all possible initial state and decisions, the

decisions taken over the remaining period must be optimal with regard to

the state resulting from the initial conditions, or simply that the optimal

path is derived from optimal subpaths.

Since a result of an optimal path program is a probabilistic distribution,

it is less obvious how to compare different path programs. The objective

function for optimizing a path program might vary depending on the prob-

lem. It is natural to assume that a traveler wants to minimize a travel time

on average or reach a destination within certain time budget. Therefore, the

two most well-studied functions are minimizing expected travel time and

maximizing reliability. Since computing the full distributions is computa-

tionally expensive as it was stated above, algorithms proposed to find an

optimal path program could vary substantially depending on the objective

function considered.

Various algorithms of solving optimal path problem with an objective

function of minimizing expected travel time have been proposed, namely

finding the minimum weight hypertree on a directed hypergraph (Min-

Hypertree) (Pretolani, 1998), adaptive least expected time (ALET) (Miller-

Hooks and Mahmassani, 2000), stochastic decreasing order of time (SDOT)

(Miller-Hooks, 2001). While the last study compares the performance of

ALET and SDOT and finds their performance similar, with regard that ALET

algorithm is slightly faster for dense networks. We provide details and list-

ing of ALET and MinHypertree algorithms in Chapter 4.

Unlike expected travel time, reliability notion is less straightforward,
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and various notions have been proposed. Minimize maximum possible

travel time with minor changes can be done by MinHypertree algorithm

discussed above. Another reliability objective function is maximizing on-

time arrival probability for a stochastic distribution of an optimal route. For

a priori route choice, it is called Shortest path with on-time arrival reliabil-

ity (SPOTAR) (Nikolova et al., 2006) (Nie and Wu, 2009), while for time-

adaptive route choice it is called stochastic on-time arrival problem (SOTA)

(Fan and Nie, 2006) (Nie and Fan, 2006) (Kobitzsch, Samaranayake, and

Schieferdecker, 2014). Some most reliable path program algorithms con-

sider special types of link travel types as normally distributed (Nikolova,

Brand, and Karger, 2006). Regarding the number of objective functions,

there are works considering bicriteria (Nielsen, Pretolani, and Andersen,

2009) and multicriteria (Opasanon and Miller-Hooks, 2006) (Pretolani et al.,

2009) route planning, and the possible objective functions might include

travel time, cost or CO2 emission.

Similar to the previous sections, a question of the reliability of hitchhik-

ing path programs has not been considered. Since hitchhiking trips may

naturally be extremely long due to their unpredictability, hitchhikers do not

want to have even a minimal risk of getting stuck in the middle of the way.

Therefore, we consider minimising maximum expected time as the most

important factor of the reliability of a hitchhiking journey in addition to

minimising expected travel time as the main criterion for finding the most

optimal route.
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2.6 Summary

In this chapter, we summarised existing research about hitchhiking in so-

cial and human sciences in Section 2.1. We outlined the background ar-

eas for route planning for intraurban travelling and hitchhiking in the later

sections. Most importantly, this thesis is the first comprehensive study on

computational aspects of hitchhiking, so there have been no directly rele-

vant works. Previous research comprises methods and algorithms that were

used for problems different from ours. Significantly, this thesis introduces

the notion of hitchhiking as a transportation mode. Existing works on route

planning have been developed either for private vehicles, which usually

have to choose the next road at an intersection, or public transportation,

which is usually timetable-based and has a fixed set of routes. Hitchhiking

is a different transportation mode by nature, allowing a traveller to get lifts

at any road, having a large set of next destination choices, to stop at any

point on the way and to look for the next lift. The uncertainty of waiting

times for hitchhikers has led to other complications for comparisons with

most of the previous works. Therefore, there are no comprehensive studies

on hitchhiking, which is the basis of our long-distance ridesharing service.

In the following Chapter 3, we formalise a concept of a hitchhiking graph

as a new transportation mode similar to those described in Section 2.3. We

use existing approaches of stochastic route planning discussed in Section

2.5 to find the optimal path programs for hitchhikers, and alternative graph

construction described in Section 2.4 to reduce the computation time while

preserving their efficiency in Chapter 4. Lastly, in Chapter 5, we analyse the
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real-world data of quality and waiting time of hitchhiking locations, anal-

yse the most significant factors that lead to positive hitchhiking experiences,

and build a classification model to predict their quality based on these fac-

tors.
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Chapter 3

Static Hitchhiker’s Problem

3.1 Introduction

The research question we address in this chapter we call a static hitchhiker’s

problem: given a road network with deterministic time-independent expected

hitchhiking travel times, and start and destination points, how to efficiently

find a path and a combination of lifts on that network for a hitchhiker with

the least expected travel time? This corresponds to Research Objective 1 of

our thesis which aims to formalize hitchhiking as a transportation mode.

As we discussed in Chapter 2, route planning for hitchhiking has dif-

ferent constraints compared to the well-studied private vehicle or public

transportation routing constraints. In this chapter, we investigate how to

formalize hitchhiking as a combination of route choices for a hitchhiker and

use it for planning routes for hitchhikers. We show that the same single

path can lead to an exponential number of hitchhiking strategies, or path

programs, based on different lifts, and present methods to efficiently find

the least expected time route when all travel times are time-independent

and deterministic.
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In this chapter, our main motivation lies in investigating the hitchhik-

ing process, and we focus on hitchhiker’s route choice. We enumerate all

possible decisions a hitchhiker could make in the concept of Static Hitchhik-

ing Graph (SHG) where all nodes represent nodes of a road network, and

hitchhiking edges correspond to the decisions the hitchhikers could make.

Namely, if a hitchhiker wants to find a direct lift from A to B, there will be

a hitchhiking edge from A to B in SHG. We introduce a pick-up location

quality measure, or pick-up probability, qi which is an average fraction of

vehicles that stop at this location, and show how its combination with traf-

fic going in a certain direction lead to the computation of waiting time on

it. For each hitchhiking edge, its weight is a sum of averages of waiting and

driving times. Therefore, there is an expected time for each possible deci-

sion made by a hitchhiker’s to find a lift from A to B on a graph. Therefore,

the original research question becomes the shortest path problem on SHG.

In addition, we introduce a SHG pruning algorithm. We show that the

number of hitchhiking edges is O(V 3) where V is a number of nodes in the

worst-case scenario, and for each specific query most of these edges would

not be used in the shortest path search. Therefore, it is possible to reduce

them at the pruning stage, which is done by limiting some nodes and edges

from the original SHG. Namely, nodes with a low population or outside a

geographic ellipse are pruned as well as edges with significantly long travel

times.

We show a preliminary case study for several countries. While the com-

plete set of experiments for a larger set of countries is presented in Chapter

4, our case study in this chapter shows the applicability of the proposed

concept of SHG as well as an increased shortest path computation time on
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SHG due to their size.

The key contributions of this chapter are:

• We formalise the hitchhiker’s problem and combine all properties of

hitchhiking trips, including uncertain parameters: waiting time at pick-

up locations, chance of being collected and number of lifts in a trip.

• We integrate the most essential properties of a hitchhiker’s problem

into a proposed concept of a hitchhiking graph, which represents all

possible decisions that can be made by a hitchhiker.

• We developed an efficient edge pruning technique to reduce the com-

putational time by deleting the edges which are less likely to be used.

The performance of our methods is studied on road networks of se-

lected countries utilizing a wide range of parameters.

3.2 Problem description

3.2.1 Hitchhiking overview

We begin with describing the typical process of hitchhiking. A hitchhiker

starts their journey at initial location and time and they want to get to a des-

tination using lifts of random cars on a road network. Next, the hitchhiker

needs to decide which road they want to take and choose a first pick-up lo-

cation to thumb for a ride there. After a car stops, the hitchhiker may ask

the driver’s route, and after that decide whether to accept the ride or wait

for another car to stop. If the hitchhiker accepts the ride offer, they get in the

car and continue the journey on the driver’s original path. Since the driver
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is usually not willing to change their route but is able to stop at any point of

their route, the hitchhiker has to decide where to get off as well. Usually, it

is not likely to find a driver going exactly to the hitchhiker’s destination, so

in such a case a few lifts may be required, therefore the intermediate stops

are also important for the overall travel.

We show that the hitchhiker’s problem is different from finding an opti-

mal route for vehicles in road networks or passengers in transportation net-

works. First, unlike drivers, hitchhikers cannot choose a path, they might

choose lifts that follow certain paths. These lifts correspond to all possible

drivers’ routes in a certain area, and their total number is larger than a lim-

ited number of public transportation routes in the same area. Second, an

unknown number of lifts with corresponding waiting times is required for

a hitchhiker to get from a source point S to destination point D. Third, un-

like transportation networks, waiting time for a hitchhiker does not follow

a timetable and is different for various points on the same road depending

on how easy it is for a driver to stop.

We list fundamental components for hitchhiking for a certain area, and aim

that the whole process of hitchhiking may be described using them:

1. Road network

2. Initial locations and destinations of hitchhikers

3. Planned trips of drivers as spatio-temporal trajectories

4. Willingness to offer and accept a ride for pairs of drivers and hitchhik-

ers
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5. Efficacy of all possible pick-up locations (i.e. if a driver who is willing

to give a lift to a hitchhiker will stop at a certain pick-up location)

For example, Component 4 is a subject of sociology research (see Chapter

2). Since our goal is to develop foundations of a hitchhiking recommender

system, knowing the complete information about all these 5 components

will allow us to determine the precise solution. In the following subsections,

we will show the complexity of the whole problem and prove that certain

assumptions and restrictions should be made. All the relevant literature

regarding these fundamental components was described in Chapter 2.

3.2.2 Lift combinations on a path

First, we estimate the number of combinations of lifts for a hitchhiker on a

given path. Suppose there is a path between two nodes which has n nodes.

The hitchhiker can wait for a direct lift to the destination, or accept offers to

intermediate nodes and ask for another lift there. Since a hitchhiker may get

off a car and catch another lift (or may not) at any node, the total number of

combinations of lifts is equal to the number of permutations with repetitions

2n−2. For example, consider another example of a road network in Figure

3.1:

FIGURE 3.1: Road network with 5 nodes

A tree of all possible combinations of lifts for a hitchhiker for this net-

work is shown in Figure 3.2.
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FIGURE 3.2: Combinations of lifts for a hitchhiker

The root of the tree is the source point A, and all leaves are the desti-

nation point E . Arrows from each node represent the direct rides to sub-

sequent nodes, and number of paths from root A to leaves E is equal to

the number of combination of lifts for a hitchhiker. Their total number is

2(5−2)) = 8 for the given example.

Note that our tree has no loops, because at any situation, the total travel

time of coming back and stopping at a certain location for the second time

can not decrease the total travel time. Even if some of the combinations have

the same intermediate stop point, the hitchhiker arrives there at different

times, thus the next decision might be different. In the Subsection 3.2.3, we

will show how to compute the total travel time for each of combination of

lifts.
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3.2.3 Time computation for a hitchhiking trip

Next, we describe travel time for hitchhiking trip on a certain path. As-

sume for any connected cities i, j on a road network, a hitchhiker plans to

hitchhike from i to j by a single ride. Thus, they need to start thumbing

at point i and wait for a driver going to j to stop at i. After waiting, the

hitchhiker and driver will ride in the same car to j. Thus, total travel time

for a hitchhiker consists of waiting time and ride time. Denote wij(t) as

waiting time at node i for a lift to j at arbitrary time t and driving times

τij(t) between nodes i and j at arbitrary time t. Suppose both wij(t) and

τij(t) are discrete random variables with probability mass functions (PMF)

fwij
(x, t) = Pr[wij(t) = x] and fτij(x, t) = Pr[τij(t) = x] respectively, which

are estimated empirically. For example, waiting time at node i for a lift to j

for 10 different hitchhikers at noon was following: 5 minutes for 3 of them,

10 minutes for 5 of them, and 15 minutes for the remaining two, then PMF

wij(5, 12pm) = 0.3, wij(10, 12pm) = 0.5, wij(15, 12pm) = 0.2.

We aim to find a probability mass function (PMF) of travel time for a

hitchhiker from ni to nj starting at time t, which is denoted as

fni→nj
(x, t)

and includes all waiting times ti and driving times τi on their way. Note i

and j are not necessarily connected on a road network. Having total PMF

will allow us to answer all questions about a specific route: how long it will

take on average, what is the probability of reaching the destination in certain

time, what is the time that will take to hitchhike to the destination point

with specific threshold probability etc. We will show if the total number of
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possible lifts is unknown, the problem of estimating the total travel time in

a general time-dependent hitchhiking setting becomes complex.

Consider an example with one road with two nodes, a hitchhiker is go-

ing from A to B as shown in Figure 3.3.

FIGURE 3.3: Road network with 2 nodes

Assume that all drivers start and finish their trips only at graph nodes.

Since the hitchhiker could wait and take only 1 ride, Note that despite a

hitchhiker starts their journey at time t, their ride starts not straight away,

but after some waiting time at moment t+ t1. In this case, waiting time may

affect following travel time because traffic conditions may be different in a

general scenario. PMF of total travel time in this case is

fw(A,B),t
(x) =

∑
t1+τ1=x

Pr(wAB(t) = t1; τAB(t+ t1) = τ1)

=

y1∑
t1=0

υ1∑
τ1=0

0≤y1<x
0<υ1≤x
y1+υ1=x

Pr(wAB(t) = t1; τAB(t+ t1) = τ1)
(3.1)

Note that we basically iterate over all possible waiting times t1, and then

for each waiting time t1 we iterate over all possible travel time τ1 when the

ride starts at t+ t1. Then we sum up all probabilities where sums of waiting

and driving times t1 and τ1 are equal. Next, consider an example with 3

nodes connected with two roads as shown in Figure 3.4:

A hitchhiker wants to travel from A to C, and there is only one possible

path between these two nodes. There are only two destinations B and C
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FIGURE 3.4: Road network with 3 nodes

for drivers starting their travels in A, so there are two path programs for a

hitchhiker. We formally define path program as Travel Path Program (TPP)

in Chapter 4, so here we use them as an example and to find the worst-case

computational complexity.

• wait for a direct lift to C and not accepting lifts to B,

• accept a lift just to B, and then seek another lift to C

In the former case, the PMF of total travel time will be identical to the

previous example:

fw(A,C),t
(x) =

∑
t1+τ1=x

Pr(wAC(t) = t1; τAC(t+ t1) = τ1)

=

y1∑
t1=0

υ1∑
τ1=0

0≤y1<x
0<υ1≤x
y1+υ1=x

Pr(wAC(t) = t1; τAC(t+ t1) = τ1)
(3.2)

In the latter case, the PMF of the total travel time will be:
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fw((A,B),(B,C)),t
(x)

=
∑

t1+τ1+t2+τ2=x

Pr(wAB(t) = t1; τAB(t+ t1)

= τ1;wBC(t+ t1 + τ1) = t2; τBC(t+ t1 + τ1 + t2) = τ2)

=

y1∑
t1=0

υ1∑
τ1=0

y2∑
t2=0

υ2∑
τ2=0

0≤y1<x
0<υ1<x
0≤y2<x
0<υ2<x

y1+υ1+y2+υ2=x

Pr(wAB(t) = t1; τAB(t+ t1) = τ1;

wBC(t+ t1 + τ1) = t2; τBC(t+ t1 + τ1 + t2) = τ2)

(3.3)

In this case, we do the same nested iteration over all possible probabil-

ities 4 times: waiting at A, then driving AB, then waiting at B, the driving

BC. In all cases, the time distribution varies depending on the actual real-

ization of the probability of a previous event in this sequence.

To find an optimal path program from these two, we need to compute

both PMFs and use a certain criteria: for example, shortest expected time.

An optimal choice between two listed scenarios is dependent on the cor-

responding PMF, which are indeed related to the number of drivers going

between each pair of nodes, how fast a hitchhiker can catch a ride at the

locations A and B, driving time etc. In addition for the latter scenario, if the

driver is going to C, it is even better for the hitchhiker, so they do not need

to stop at B and seek another ride, therefore they would accept it. There-

fore, the proportion of cars car going from A to B and from A to C becomes

important, and the difference between two listed path programs lies in ac-

cepting a ride just to B or not.
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For this example, if all random variables denoting waiting and driving

time have no more than m values each, the total number of computations

will be O(m4), or in a more general case with k lifts it will be O(m2k) as-

suming each lift accounts for both waiting and driving time. Therefore,

knowing the exact PMF even for a small graph is computationally expen-

sive, and some constraints have to be relaxed from the model to decrease

the computational complexity.

If there is more than one road from a starting point, then a problem of

choosing a path arises. Consider a situation where there are multiple roads

from A to C as shown in Figure 3.5:

FIGURE 3.5: Road network with 4 nodes

In this case, a hitchhiker, starting at point A, has to choose which road

they should start seeking a ride at, either from A to B1 or from A to B2, and

then choose what lifts they should seek: going to an intermediate node (B1

or B2) or wait for direct lifts. Note that drivers may go directly to C via

any ofB1 orB2, but they represent two different scenarios for the hitchhiker

because we assume that these roads have two different waiting points, thus

a hitchhiker has to choose one of them to seek a ride. On a road, a hitchhiker

may ask driver’s path and decide where to get off. But since the hitchhiker

cannot drive, they could not choose a path, only a road to start a journey. To

find an optimal solution, we need to compute 4 different PMF (two each as
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in the previous example) and pick one with the optimal objective function

i.e. expected travel time.

In summary, we aim to find not only an optimal path - a sequence of

roads that a hitchhiker needs to take, but also which lifts they should take on

it. Because the hitchhiker can not choose the whole path, they may choose

only to starting point at any of the roads adjacent to their initial location and

a point of the driver’s route where they may get off, or not accept the offer.

Thus, the static hitchhiker’s problem is different from finding shortest paths

on road networks, and the methods for solving the shortest path problem on

road network are not applicable for the static hitchhiker’s problem. While

a number of decision for a driver on a road network is equal to the number

of adjacent edges, a number of decisions for a hitchhiker is much more as

we have shown before. Later, we will show that the number of edges on a

graph grows cubically.

As we have shown, computation of travel time for a hitchhiker at a given

combination of lifts is exponential to the number of stops on it, and the

total number of different combination of lifts at a single hitchhiking path is

exponential. Combining them, we get that the total worst-case complexity

of calculating total PMF on a given path is be O(2Nk
). Considering the fact

that there are multiple paths on a road network between two given nodes,

our problem becomes completely intractable even for the constant number

of k- shortest paths.
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3.2.4 Constraints and simplifications

First, we analyse fundamental components hitchhiking outlined in Section

3.2.1. First, representation of Components 1 and 2 is straightforward re-

garding our research question. Road network should be represented as

a directed graph, and we will consider the static hitchhiker’s problem for

one hitchhiker with one initial location and one destination, which refers to

single-source single-destination branch of shortest path problems (Deo and

Pang, 1984).

Regarding Component 3, since the information about all rides is not

available, in this thesis we traffic estimation. Our assumption is that drivers

and hitchhikers start and finish their journeys and stop only at nodes of a

given road network, and hitchhikers may ask drivers to drop them off at

any node of original driver’s path. While the data about all traffic on all in-

tercity roads is very difficult to collect, we will estimate traffic between each

pair of nodes using gravity law (Jung, Wang, and Stanley, 2008):

a · Pi · Pj
d2ij

where a - a gravity parameter - may me estimated empirically, Pi, Pj - pop-

ulation of cities (nodes), dij - distance between nodes. In the future popular

ridesharing services can provide data for more accurate traffic estimation

and even possibility of contacting drivers and hitchhikers.

Component 4 is widely researched in sociology papers as outlined in

Chapter 2, while we assume that willingness of drivers to stop is indepen-

dent from a hitchhiker and uniform among all drivers. Therefore, success of

a hitchhiker depends only on pick-up location (Component 5). We assume
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that every pick-up location has its own relative quality score which is repre-

sented in a fraction of all drivers who stop at the location. While technically

a hitchhiker can try to stop cars at any point of roads unless it is illegal,

we assume each road has already assigned with the best pick-up location

and corresponding quality score. Therefore, the actual waiting time for a

lift depends on two values: the quality of a pick-up location and amount of

traffic.

To reduce exponential complexities discussed in the previous subsec-

tions, we relax time-dependency constraint and assume that all waiting

times and driving times are time-invariant. Therefore, we can apply Bell-

man condition of optimality (Bellman, 1957), which states that an optimal

policy has the property that whatever the initial state and initial decision

are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard

to the state resulting from the first decision. In our case, it means that if we

know all optimal routes from n1, n2, . . . nk to ndest, the optimal route from

nsource to ndest is a minimum over all sums of dist(nstart, ni) + dist(ni, ndest).

This fact allows to apply standard shortest path algorithms on a new graph.

Note that Bellman condition is true only for intermediate stops on a path,

not all points that a hitchhiker is passing through, due to non-zero waiting

time. The optimal route from a point which is passed by a hitchhiker in a

car may not be optimal for a hitchhiker who starts their trip from this point

due to the fact that they need to spend some time waiting for a new lift.

For a single path, a number of possible combinations of lifts will be re-

duced to n(n−1)
2

. In the example from Figure 3.2 all tree nodes with the same

name (C - 2 nodes, D - 4 nodes, E - 8 nodes) will transform to a single node

each. Therefore, there will be only 5 nodes and 10 edges, which is illustrated
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in Figure 3.6. Here and after, dotted edges correspond to direct lifts between

nodes.

FIGURE 3.6: Hitchhiking edges for a road network

In addition, since travel times on intercity roads do not vary significantly,

we assume that the travel time is constant depending on the distance and

average vehicle speed. As we show before, computing PMF on a combina-

tion of lifts is computationally intractable, so we will use the most important

parameter of a trip, which is a trip expected time. Therefore, one path and

a corresponding combination of lifts is better than another if its expected

travel time (sum of waiting and driving times) is smaller.

Summarizing, in this chapter we aim to incorporate the most essential

properties of hitchhiking and rely on certain assumptions in the model,

namely:

• All rides start and stop only at the road network nodes

• Hitchhikers can choose the next road to thumb up

• Hitchhikers can choose a desired next lift destination

• There are various combinations of lifts on a path
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• Travel time consists of waiting and driving time

• Each road has a predefined best location to hitchhike which is charac-

terized by pick-up probability qi

• Waiting time depends only on the quality of a pick-up location and

traffic on that road at a certain time

• Drivers’ speeds are uniform

• Drivers follow the shortest paths on a road network

• Drivers are willing to stop independently of a hitchhiker

• A driver who stops can always take a hitchhiker on board

• There is the possibility to be dropped off before driver’s destination

Our proposed model and developed heuristic algorithm are universal and

can be successfully applied to all future works in the area of route planning

for hitchhiking.

3.2.5 Formulation

Suppose we use a road network graph G = (N,E, l) is a weighted directed

graph where N is a set of nodes (vertices) corresponding to cities and E set

of edges (arcs) corresponding to roads on a road network. ∀e ∈ E its weight

l(e) : E → R is defined as a length of corresponding road. An example of

the road network graph is given in Figure 3.7, and we use direct edges in

one direction for the clarity of the example.

A hitchhiker has source and destination nodes nsource and ndest. After

that, a hitchhiker can wait for another lift to be picked up. A path P =
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FIGURE 3.7: Road network example

〈n1, n2, . . . , nk+1〉 - a sequence of non-repeated nodes, where i = 1 to k, ei =

(ki, ki+1), ei ∈ E. Next, a hitchhiking route is any subsequence of P which

includes n1, nk as starting and ending note. For example, for a path P =

〈ABCD〉 :

A B C D

a set of routes would be T = {〈AD〉, 〈ABD〉, 〈ACD〉, 〈ABCD〉}. We have

shown earlier that there are 2k−1 hitchhiking routes for each path.

Bellman conditions allow us to divide the original problems into smaller

subproblems. Waiting time for a lift should be defined considering initial

node and the edge adjacent to it where a hitchhiker is seeking for a ride.

However, drivers that stop at that point may have multiple destination, and

it should be included in the analysis too. Therefore, there should be multiple

options for a hitchhiker being at a node, which should include all possible

combinations of a pair of an adjacent node and a ride destination. Therefore,

we should add new hitchhiking edges for all these pairs for each node an-

notating them with expected travel time between two corresponding points,
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taking into account the first road taken, traffic on it and how good the initial

location is.

A static hitchhiking graph: SHG = (N,HE,W ), where N is a set of

nodes exactly as in G. A set of hitchhiking edges HE = {(ni, nj, ek)|ni can

reach nj; ek is incident toni; ni, nj ∈ N, ek ∈ E} corresponds to all possible

decisions that could be made by a hitchhiker traveling on a road network

G: they can ask for a lift at any pick-up location to any other node from

N , using any adjacent road ek. In order to annotate all hitchhiking edges

∀e ∈ HE with corresponding travel times, weights w(e) : HE → R are

introduced which are equal to average travel time on the edge e. w(e) =

t(e)+ τ(e) is a sum of average waiting time t(e) for a hitchhiker to be picked

up and average driving time τ(e) on it. An example of of SHG for a road

network from Figure 3.7 is given in Figure 3.8, where hitchhiking edges are

dotted.

FIGURE 3.8: Example of SHG

Again, dotted edges correspond to direct lifts between nodes. Note that

there is only one edge from A to E and two from B to E which is equal to
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the number of adjacent edges from A and B respectively because the hitch-

hiker has to decide both a road to take and a lift destination. Also, all dot-

ted edges which are depicted on the place of original road network graph

edges e1, e2, . . . e7 correspond to the lifts just from the start of that edge to

the end. Since the original graph is not strongly connected, other possible

hitchhiking edges are not included: for example, in real road networks go-

ing C → B → D → E may be faster than C → E if the last road has very

few cars comparing to the previous ones.

Note that these new edges denote all cars going to their destinations

without stops, but it does not mean that a driver of a car stops at a destina-

tion point, they might continue their ride without a hitchhiker. Indeed, each

car will contribute to weight of k − 1 hitchhiking edges if it passes k nodes

of a road network on its way from the first one to the rest.

In addition, since our assumption implies that the success of hitchhiking

relies only on traffic and quality of a pick-up location, we need to introduce

two more sets of parameters for estimation weights wi of hitchhiking edges.

First, for each pick-up location at a certain road ei, we denote qi a quality

score which is equal to the fraction of cars that will stop at the given location.

Second, it is a traffic at a certain road. Since the amount of traffic between

two nodes (cities) may be estimated with a gravity law via their populations

and a distance between them (Jung, Wang, and Stanley, 2008), we will also

include Pop(ni)∀ni for estimating the traffic on edges.

In this chapter, we use only the most essential parameter of a hitch-

hiker’s trip which is expected travel time, and one hitchhiking route is con-

sidered better than another one if its expected travel time is less. There-

fore, we reformulated a problem of finding an optimal hitchhiking route to
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a problem of finding a shortest path on SHG. We switch from a road net-

work graph with edges E to SHG with hitchhiking edges HE. While road

networks have average degree of 3 for undirected networks, thus |E| =

3 |V | in the case of directed graphs. SHG becomes a complete multigraph

with multiple edges taking into account initial graph’s connectivity. There-

fore, the number of hitchhiking edges in the worst case is |W | = O(E ·

V 2) = O(V 3). Considering that the complexity of Dijkstra algorithm us-

ing Fibonacci heaps is O(E + V log V ), therefore for SHG it will be O(V 3 +

V log V ) = O(V 3), which may be slow for large graphs. We propose an edge

pruning method to handle this issue.

3.2.6 Edge pruning

Since there are many possible choices for a hitchhiker, the idea is to signifi-

cantly reduce the search space by pruning the hitchhiking edges which are

unlikely to be visited. Intuitively, a hitchhiker will not probably go to a city

which is very far from their source-destination pair, or following the edge

with long expected waiting time. Also, nodes with large population should

be considered, since they are more likely to have more drivers starting and

ending their trips. Since the found solution may not be optimal, the result

of the branch pruning method should be compared to the optimal solution

found by exhaustive search.

Our idea is to reduce the search space by considering only the hitchhik-

ing edges which are:

1. Inside of the source-destination ellipse, i.e. nodes n so that ∀(nsource,

ndest) pairs : d(n, nsource) + d(n, ndest) ≤ d(nsource, ndest) + ρ, where ρ is
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a possible detour budget.

2. Linking only to nodes with a population higher than a certain popu-

lation threshold popmin.

3. Going only via edges with travel time less than a certain time thresh-

old travel_tmax.

The idea behind the prunning method is shown in Figure 3.9, and dotted

lines represent lifts with long travel times.

FIGURE 3.9: Example of pruning method

In Chapter 4, we extend the idea of pruning to an alternative graph. In

the Section 4.3, we conduct the case study with various parameters ρ, popmin,

travel_tmax and discuss the decrease of running time according to the accu-

racy of the results of the pruning method.
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3.3 Case study

3.3.1 Experimental setup

We have the following settings in the case study. Note that the same basic

setting for the experiments is used in Chapter 4.

The first section is preprocessing and building a full SHG. First, the road

networks of European countries are taken from DIVA-GIS (DIVA-GIS coun-

try data 2017), and Eurostat population grids (GEOSTAT 2011 Grid dataset

2017) are used to estimate population. We use the countries for which both

data is available, and they are listed in the results section. The road net-

works are represented as directed graphs. We use only the main connected

components of the road networks. For each edge of the road network, a

pick-up probability qi of the best point on it is assigned. All pick-up prob-

abilities are assigned via normal distribution N(µ, σ), with mean µ = 0.1

and variance σ = 0.1. In addition, to prevent potential disconnectivity of

SHG, we assume there is a minimum possible pick-up probability which is

equal to 0.001, i.e. one car out of 1000 stops on average. The population

of each grid is assigned to the closest vertice of the road network. Then,

the traffic between each pair of nodes in the road network is estimated us-

ing the gravity law (Jung, Wang, and Stanley, 2008), and it is assumed all

drivers take the shortest path between their source/destination points on a

road network. The estimated number of vehicles per year between nodes

i, j is 0.00135 · (Pi·Pj)

d2ij

1.02
where Pi, Pj are populations of corresponding cities

and dij is a distance in km between them. This traffic is assigned between

all pairs of nodes on the shortest path. After that, a static hitchhiking graph

SHG is created. Each road’s traffic is assigned to all hitchhiking edges which
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pass through it. The travel time on a hitchhiking edge is a sum of waiting

time on its first edge and driving time along the roads on it. The waiting

time is calculated using qi and traffic(i,j), and the driving time is estimated

using the average driving speed (equal to 90km/h) and length of the road

corresponding to the edge.

At the second stage, we construct a pruned hitchhiking graph for each

pair of source and destination points using threshold values. Since the ab-

solute threshold values ρ, popmin, travel_tmax may vary depending on the

dataset, we need to use relative values for each of the countries. Hence, for

each dataset, 100000 shortest paths are computed for random S-D pairs on a

full graph. Three values are extracted from each of the resulting paths: the

population of all nodes on a path, the distance from each of the path nodes

to the shortest path between the S-D shortest path on the road network, and

the travel time. These values are saved in sorted arrays, and we extract p-th

percentiles to obtain corresponding thresholds. We use τpop, τρ, τtime to de-

note these percentiles. For example, τpop = 90 means that we use only 10%

most populated nodes that appear in shortest paths and prune other 90%.

The exact absolute value of popmin varies over countries. Therefore, we are

able to use the percentiles for each of the datasets rather than absolute val-

ues to keep the experiments consistent over the datasets.

For the same S-D pair, we compare performance of the Dijkstra’s shortest

path algorithm Dijkstra, 1959 on both full and pruned graphs to find two

fractions: hitchhiking travel time HTT and query running time QRT . For

example, HTT =
HTTf
HTTp

= 0.9 means that travel time for a hitchhiker on a

pruned graph is only 10% more than on a full graph, and QRT =
QRTf
QRTp

= 5

means a speed-up in 5 times for a query on a pruned graph.
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For each of the following sets of parameters, we simulate 100 queries

of source-destination for networks of each of the countries. We simulate

the usage of the hitchhiking route planning application, and select source-

destination pairs using weighted random selection based on the population

of corresponding nodes: the higher the population is, the higher the prob-

ability is. After that, mean HTT and QRT are calculated. For the exper-

iments, we use Python and are run on a PC with CPU 3.4GHz and 16GB

RAM.

For the case study, we use road networks and population data of follow-

ing countries in our experiment as in Table 4.3:

TABLE 3.1: Road networks used

Country
name

No. of
nodes

No. of
edges

Total
population

Total road
length, km

Ireland 319 890 4,287,239 12,682.47
Portugal 438 1194 9,123,842 16,626.21
Netherlands 408 1138 15,807,422 8,694.79

We use the following ranges of percentiles τpop, τρ, τtraveltime for the prun-

ing data as shown in Table 3.2. They correspond to the most populated

cities, hitchhiking edges with least travel time, and ellipse sizes that are

specific for each country.

TABLE 3.2: Parameters settings

P (τpop) [85,90,95,98,99,100]
P (τtraveltime) [85,90,95,98,99,100]
P (τρ) [85,90,95,98,99,100]
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3.3.2 Results

The general distribution of QRT and HTT over the countries for different

sets of percentiles is shown in Figure 3.10.

FIGURE 3.10: QRT and HTT over sets of percentiles for coun-
tries

The points of best sets of percentiles are in top right corner. Generally,

the performance of the pruning method is better in the Netherlands due to

its higher traffic (distances are smaller, population is higher). Then, results

over each sets of percentiles are averaged and shown in Figure 3.11.

There are a few non-dominated points, and we can take (0.95, 6.56) which

corresponds to the set of percentiles P (τpop) = 2, P (τtime) = 98, P (τρ) = 90.

Therefore, using a pruned graph, a hitchhiker can get a result of their query

in 6.56 times faster, while the average travel time will be only 1− 0.95 = 5%

slower than using a complete graph.
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FIGURE 3.11: Average QRT and HTT over sets of percentiles

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have provided a comprehensive overview of hitchhiking

as a ridesharing process, and have formulated static hitchhiker’s problem of

finding an optimal route between two points on a road network. Conse-

quently, we designed an SHG model which integrates the most important

properties of hitchhikers and provides a complete set of choices to be made

by a hitchhiker. We have developed a pruning technique for SHG to reduce

the computational time while having similar accuracy. For example, using

our pruning method with P (τpop) = 2, P (τtime) = 98, P (τρ) = 90, the running

time is reduced in 6.56 times comparing to the running time of a query on

a complete graph, while the average expected travel time for a hitchhiker is

just 5% larger.
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Chapter 4

Stochastic Time-Dependent

Hitchhiker’s Problem

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, we formalized all possible route choices for a hitchhiker into

a hitchhiking graph. However, the assumption was that all travel times,

which include waiting times, are time-independent and equal to their ex-

pected values. In the real world scenario, the traffic on highways varies

significantly according to the time of day. In addition, hitchhiking is natu-

rally a very random process, and waiting time is never certain. Therefore, to

develop a realistic hitchhiker’s recommender system, in this chapter we in-

sert time-dependent and stochastic constituents into the previously studied

Static Hitchhiker’s Problem.

Therefore, the research question we address is: for a given road network,

time-dependent stochastic travel time distributions, start and destination

points for a hitchhiker, how can we efficiently find a path program to min-

imize expected travel time for hitchhikers? This corresponds to Research
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Objective 2 of our thesis: developing a scalable framework for finding opti-

mal path programs for hitchhikers.

We assume that depending on the arrival time, the next decision taken

by a hitchhiker could differ as well, depending on traffic fluctuations on

roads at different times. Therefore, instead of a single path, we are interested

in the optimal path program, which comprises various decisions could be

taken by hitchhiker depending on their actual travel time. We use discrete

probabilistic distribution to model travel time on all hitchhiking edges, and

these distributions vary over time. Therefore, we introduce a concept of

the stochastic time-dependent hitchhiking graph (STDHG) and apply ex-

isting algorithms to find the optimal path program (OPP). In addition to

minimizing the expected travel time, we introduce the most reliable path

program, which uses the objective function of minimizing the maximum

possible travel time.

Our experiments show that computing optimal strategies might be com-

putationally expensive for extensive road networks, therefore heuristics are

needed to reduce the size of hitchhiking graphs without losing significant

optimality for hitchhiking strategies. To reduce the size, we apply several

existing methods to construct an Alternative Hitchhiking Graph (AHG) and

based on it, therefore, construct a Stochastic Time-dependent Alternative

Hitchhiking Graph (STDAHG). While the pruning method introduced in

Chapter 3 speed up queries in 5 times, the methods we use in this chapter

provide speed-ups of hundreds of times. Therefore, the pruning method of

Chapter 3 is not investigated in this chapter. For the experimental setup,

we tune traffic parameters to match the real-world waiting time data from

the Hitchwiki dataset described in Chapter 5. The computation of static
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hitchhiking graphs (SHG) uses traffic models and pick-up probabilities de-

scribed in Chapter 3.

The key contributions of this chapter are:

• We transform static hitchhiking graphs to stochastic time-dependent

hitchhiking graphs STDHG to handle uncertain and varying waiting

times as in the real-world hitchhiking scenario;

• We develop a framework for finding the least cost time-adaptive path

programs to solve the shortest expected time and most reliable hitch-

hiking strategies;

• We apply efficient heuristics based on reducing complete SHG toAHG

without losing accuracy in strategy recommendation for STDAHG

and conduct experiments for several countries.

4.2 Problem description

4.2.1 Static Stochastic Time-Dependent Hitchhiker’s Prob-

lems

In this scenario, a hitchhiker is willing to travel from a source city to a desti-

nation city on a certain road network. We assume that the road network is a

country’s highway system. To travel, hitchhikers must ask passing drivers

for lifts. Drivers do not change their route but can stop at any node and

a hitchhiker may leave the vehicle and wait for another lift at that point.

Therefore, hitchhikers may have multiple lifts from different drivers in their
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travel. The hitchhikers can look for lifts to any destination node (e.g. writ-

ing the desired destination on a sign), not necessarily the next city on the

current edge or their desired final destination. They can start and finish

rides on all nodes of the road network, and can also wait for the lifts to the

same destination at different roads starting within the same city.

In Chapter 3 we showed that the number of these desired lifts, or possi-

ble options a hitchhiker can take, is O(N3) in the worst-case or O(N2) in the

real-world scenario (an amortized number of adjacent roads at any node of

a road network is bounded by a constant), where N is a number of nodes

on a road network. For example, the number of possible travel options for

a vehicle driver is equal to the number of edges in a road network: O(N),

and in both cases we assume that there are no loops on hitchhiker’s and

driver’s paths. Therefore, route planning for hitchhikers has significantly

higher complexity than route planning for vehicle drivers.

However, in the real world, waiting times for hitchhikers can vary signif-

icantly over time of a day. While driving on the same road takes almost the

same time during day or night with possible considerably different delays

due to congestion, waiting times might vary in hours due to the variability

of traffic flows. Also, waiting times in the real world is never deterministic

and is very probabilistic by nature depending on various factors. Therefore,

their model rather restricted, and our goal is to incorporate time-dependent

and stochastic times and define it as a stochastic time-dependent hitchhiker’s

problem. We add one property to the list described in Section 3.2.4 of Chapter

3: travel time at an edge at a given departure time is a discrete random vari-

able with a certain probability distribution. In the following subsection, we

will show how the difference between static and stochastic time-dependent
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hitchhiker’s problems will imply solving a significantly more difficult route

planning problem for the latter, which is implied by adding this property.

4.2.2 Static Stochastic Time-Dependent Hitchhiking Graphs

First, we begin by introducing different types of graphs used in this chapter.

They are shown in Figure 4.1.

FIGURE 4.1: Schema of graphs

Road network graph G and SHG are the same as they are described in

Chapter 3. However, we add an assumption that all drivers take the shortest

path, and thus there is only one hitchhiking edge between any nodes n1, n2,

not multiple, thus SHG is a complete graph. For the example in this chapter,

we use SHGwith weightsw(e) as shown in Figure 4.2, and note the shortest

path between a and d is 7.5.

To add stochastic and time-dependent components to SHG, we define

stochastic time-dependent hitchhiking graph STDHG. Assume we have a dis-

crete time horizon Thorizon = {0, 1, 2, . . . , tmax} corresponding to all possible

time stamps in our problem. We define STDHG = (N,HE,W ) using N

and HE the same as in SHG, while instead of average travel time we use
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FIGURE 4.2: Static hitchhiking graph SHG with static travel
times

a discrete random variable we,t ∈ W with corresponding probability mass

function (PMF) fwe,t(x) = Pr[we,t = x], where its domain D(fwe,t) is a set

of all possible travel times and range R(fwe,t) contains their probabilities.

Therefore, a travel time along hitchhiking edge e ∈ HE for each starting

time t can have multiple values with corresponding probabilities from PMF

fwe,t(x), and let pmax be the maximum possible number of values among

PMFs for ∀e ∈ HE. Therefore, stochastic and time-dependent travel times

we,t in STDHG allow us to represent unpredictable nature of hitchhiking

and overcome overly simplistic approach of average travel times in SHG.

A structure of STDHG is the same as SHG and is shown in Fig. 4.2, while

travel time distributions are shown in Table 4.1. Note that static travel times

in Figure 4.2 are essentialy the weights w(e) of SHG.

TABLE 4.1: Travel times of edges in SHG

(u,v),t (a,b), 0 (a,c), 0 (a,d), 0 (b,c)∀t (b,d), 1 (b,d), 2 (c,d)∀t

D(fw(u,v),t
)

{1,2} {5} {8,9} {3} {4} {8} {3}

R(fw(u,v),t
)

{0.5,0.5} {1} {0.5,0.5} {1} {1} {1} {1}

However, in such case the notion of shortest path is no longer applica-

ble. For example, taking a ride along hitchhiking edge e = (ni, nj) at time
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t0, the travel time we,t = w(ni,nj),t might take multiple values from range

{t1, t2, . . . tp} according to PMF fwe,t(x). However, the next hitchhiking edge

from nf in an optimal route might vary depending on different arrival times

{t1, t2, . . . tp} to nf . Therefore, instead of a path, we are interested in a path

program which is a rule that assigns the next road depending on both current

node and arrival time. We consider an a priori scenario, when a hitchhiker

has to receive the whole strategy before the trip started.

Definition 1 For a given source and destination nodes {s, d} ⊂ N and departure

time ts ∈ Thorizon, Travel Path Program (TPP) is a function Ps,d,ts : S → HE,

where S ⊂ {(n, t) : n ∈ N, t ∈ Thorizon} assigns for each intermediate node n and

arrival time t the next hitchhiking edge e ∈ HE that a hitchhiker has to take and

satisfies following properties:

1. (s, ts) ∈ S ∧ (s, t′) /∈ S ∀t′ 6= ts

2. ∃n, t : Ps,d,ts(n, t) = (n, d)

3. ∀(n, t) ∈ S, t′ ∈ R(w(n,Ps,d,ts (n,t)),t
) =⇒

(Ps,d,ts((n, t), t+ t′) ∈ S

An informal example of TPP of graph in Figure 4.2 and travel times from

Table 4.1 from a to d at ts = 0 will be: take an edge (a, b), then if arrive at

t = 1, take (b, c) and then (c, d), otherwise take (b, d).

TPP Ps,d,ts , also called a hyperpath, represents a hitchhiking strategy and

provides routing choices for travelers from all nodes and leaving times in

the time horizon. That is, a hitchhiker leaving node n at time t travels along

hitchhiking edge Ps,d,ts(n, t). For example, if a traveler arrives at node n at
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TABLE 4.2: Expected and maximum travel times for TPP on
STDHG

No. Travel Path Program Pa,d,0 E(wP ) Max(D(fwP
))

1 (a,b),(b,c),(c,d) 7.5 8
2 (a,b),(b,d) 7.5 10
3 (a,c),(c,d) 8 8
4 (a,d) 8.5 9
5 (a,b),[1:(b,c),(c,d),2:(b,d)] 8.5 10
6 (a,b),[1:(b,d),2:(b,c),(c,d)] 6.5 8

time 10am, they should follow a hitchhiking edge e1, if they arrive at 11am,

they should travel along e2 etc.

Due to the probabilistic nature of hitchhiking edges in STDHG, for each

TPP Ps,d,ts the total travel time will be a discrete random variablewPs,d,ts
with

PMF fwPs,d,ts
(x). Therefore, the notion of a shortest path in SHG between s

and d as a path with a minimum sum of travel times is no longer valid,

so we can define the Optimal Path Program as TPP with the least expected

travel time E(wPs,d,ts
).

Definition 2 For a given source and destination nodes {s, d} ⊂ N and departure

time ts ∈ Thorizon, Optimal Path Program (OPP) Popt is a travel path program

between s and d such that: E(wPopt) ≤ E(wP )∀Ps,d,ts that satisfy Definition 1.

Table 4.2 has expected and maximum travel times for TPP on STDHG

from a to d and with ts = 0. Path program 6 has the least expected travel

time E(wP ) = 6.5, so it is OPP. Note that it is less than expected travel time

on SHG which is 7.5. However, if the criteria for OPP is minimizing maxi-

mum possible travel time, then there are 3 different OPP withMax(D(fwP
)) =

8 and all of them could be considered as the most reliable TPP.

Therefore, OPP is a hyperpath starting from s at time ts that provides

routing choices for all possible intermediate nodes and times, ends at d and
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has the least expected travel time. However, since this TPP might have

travel times 5 or 8, in some cases TPP 1 or 2 might be preferred because

they always have stable travel time and thus are more reliable. In Subsec-

tion 4.2.3, we discuss that instead of minimizing E(wP ), a path reliability

function can also be chosen.

Note that in Subsection 3.2.3 we proved the exponential complexity of

computation of exact PMF. However, in this chapter, we are computing

specific objective functions, therefore we do not need to compute complete

PMF, and the complexity is reduced as it is shown below.

4.2.3 Optimal Path Program for STDHG

Our notion of stochastic time-dependent hitchhiking graphs aligns with the

previous research of stochastic time-dependent routing in different trans-

portation networks. While the main discussion about background work is

in Chapter 2, we summarize the findings of two existing algorithms that

find OPP in STDHG.

ALET algorithm

Adaptive Least Expected Time (ALET) algorithm was proposed by Miller-

Hooks (Miller-Hooks and Mahmassani, 2000) and is a label-correcting algo-

rithm to find OPP. For each node, it maintains a vector label with the least

expected times to the destination known thus far node, and this vector label

is updated while iterating over edges. The pseudo code is given in Algo-

rithm 1, assuming the departure time t = 0.
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Algorithm 1 ALET algorithm

1: procedure ALET(STDHG, s, d) . Find OPP
2: Exp(n, t)←∞, n 6= d, t ∈ Thorizon . Expected optimal
3: Exp(d, t)← 0, t ∈ Thorizon . travel time to d
4: Prev(n, t)← None, n ∈ N, t ∈ Thorizon . Prev. node in PP
5: Push(SE, d)
6: while SE 6= ∅ do
7: i← Pop(SE)
8: for j ∈ STDHG−1(i) do . (j, i) ∈ HE
9: for t ∈ Thorizon do

10: temp← 0
11: for t′ ∈ R(w(j,i),t) do
12: sum← sum+ fw(j,i),t

(t′) · (t′ + Exp(i, t+ t′))
13: end for
14: if temp < Exp(n, t) then
15: Exp(j, t)← temp
16: Prev(j, t)← i
17: if j /∈< SE then
18: Push(SE, j)
19: end if
20: end if
21: end for
22: end for
23: end while
24: return Exp(s), P rev(s)
25: end procedure
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Its worst-case complexity is O(N3 · t2max · pmax), where pmax is the maxi-

mum possible number of travel time probabilities, and tmax is a number of

timestamps in Thorizon. Experiments presented in (Miller-Hooks and Mah-

massani, 2000) show the actual running time is smaller than the worst-case

scenario.

MinHypertree algorithm

Pretolani (Pretolani, 1998) proposed to use hypergraphs, where each edge

can have multiple tail nodes representing different possible arrival times

and connected OPP problem to finding a minimum weight hyperpath on

a new hypergraph described below. Note we simplify some notations here

comparing to the original paper.

Definition 3 A weighted directed hypergraph H = (V,A,WH) consists of a set of

vertices V , hyperarcsA and weightsWH : A→ R. A hyperarc a = (Tail(a), head(a))∀a ∈

A where Tail(a) ⊂ V is a set of tail vertices and head(a) ∈ A \ Tail(a) is a head

vertex.

In order to construct H = (V,A,WH) from STDHG = (N,HE,W ): V =

{(n, t) ∀n ∈ N, t ∈ Thorizon} ∪ {s′}, A = {({(nj, t′) : t′ ∈ R(w(ni,nj),t)}, (ni, t))

∀(ni, nj) ∈ HE, t ∈ Thorizon} ∪ {({s′}, (d, t))∀t ∈ Thorizon}. Therefore, we

construct a new vertex v ∈ V for each pair of (node in N , timestamp from

Thorizon) plus a new source s′, and they are connected with hyperarcs a ∈ A

where a set of tail vertices corresponds to all possible probabilities of travel

times from one node to another along a hitchhiking edge e ∈ HE. Note

that its orientation is reversed. In addition, we connect a new source s′ to

all vertices which correspond to pairs (the original destination d, all possible
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arrival times t to d). The new destination d′ = (s, 0) is a vertex corresponding

to the original source and departure time 0.

An example of hypergraph H constructed from example SHG from 4.2

and travel time distributions from Table 4.1 is shown in Figure 4.3, where

for the simplicity nodes (n, t) are depicted as nt. In this case, d′ = (a, 0), and

s′ is has hyperarcs to all (d, t) that correspond to possible arrival times to the

original destination d.

FIGURE 4.3: Hypergraph H constructed from hitchhiking
graph SHG

For example, multiple arriving times 8, 9 to d in a hitchhiking edge (a, d)

are represented as a hyperarc with multiple tail vertices that correspond to

them: head is a0, and tail contains d8 and d9. This representation allows us

consider multiple arriving times, and we introduce computation of a hyper-

path weight that corresponds to the expected travel time of a certain TPP .

A hyperpath between s′ − d′ is defined using Definition 1. For any s′ − d′

hyperpath its weight (or expected travel time on it) is calculated as
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WH(v) =


0 v = s′

wH(p(v)) +
∑

u∈Tail(p(v)) fwu,tWH(u) v 6= s′

where

wH(a) =


t a = ({s′}, (d, t))

0 else

where p is a predecessor function which assigns a preceding arc a for

each vertex v on a hyperpath. The weight of a hyperpath is related to all

possible probabilities of travel times in all edges e and arrival times to d. In

case of H , we need to find a minimum weight hyperpath between s′ and d′.

Note that it is also reversed to the original hyperpath between s and d as

shown in 4.3. Using the assumptions that travel times are positive, vertices

of a hypergraph H can be ordered (s′ = v1, v2, . . . , v‖V ‖) and we can use the

Algorithm 2 to find a minimum weight hyperpath.

Algorithm 2 Minimum weight hyperpath algorithm

1: procedure MINHYPERTREE(H, s′, d′, V )
2: Exp(vi)←∞,∀i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , ‖V ‖}
3: Exp(s′)← 0
4: for i = 2 to ‖V ‖ do
5: for a ∈ H−1(vi) do . a = (Tail(a), vi) ∈ A
6: if WH(vi) > wH(a)+
7:

∑
u∈Tail(p(v)) fwu,tWH(u) then

8: WH(vi) = wH(a) +
∑

u∈Tail(p(v)) fwu,tWH(u)
9: end for

10: end for
11: return Exp(d′)
12: end procedure

The overall complexity of this algorithm isO(‖HE‖·tmax ·pmax) = O(N2 ·
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tmax · pmax). With a minor change in the algorithm, WH(vi) contains maxi-

mum possible travel time for the reliability criteria, and no calculation of

expected travel time is needed. We analyse the usage of both algorithms in

Section 4.3.5 and describe difference between various weight functions in

Section 4.3.7.

4.2.4 Alternative hitchhiking graphs

While solving the OPP on STDHGwill give the path program with the min-

imum expected travel time, finding it requires to include time-dependent

and stochastic distributions for all edges in the graph. Each edge on SHG

will result in multiple edges on STDHG for each time interval which might

result for different time programs and requires a lot of computational re-

sources. Later, we show that computing ORP on a complete SHG will re-

quire several minutes even for a road network G with 200-300 nodes.

However, not all edges on SHG will be used for OPP on STDHG. This

OPP will contain a set of edges which are close (i.e. adjacent or parallel)

to the shortest path edges on SHG. While certain sub-optimal paths on

SHG might have less travel time than the optimal path, considering the

that travel times on both paths vary over time, they still could be a part of

OPP for some time periods. Therefore, corresponding edges on SHG will

be used in OPP for STDHG in addition to the edges from the shortest path

on SHG. At the same time, edges on SHG which lie far from the shortest

path are less likely to be included in the OPP.

Therefore, we are interested in preselecting the edges from the original
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SHGwhich are more likely to be included in the STDHG. These edges con-

stitute a new subgraph of SHG, and we define it as Alternative Hitchhiking

Graph (AHG). Alternative graphs can be seen as a set of alternative paths

to the shortest path, and their usage is discussed in Chapter 2.

After preselecting AHG from SHG, we can extend it to Stochastic Time-

Dependent Alternative Hitchhiking Graph, or STDAHG and find the OPP

on it. Some of the edges in SHG might be a part of OPP on STDHG but not

be selected in AHG, therefore they will not appear in OPP on STDAHG.

As a result, this OPP on a subgraph STDAHG will have larger expected

time than OPP on a complete graph STDHG. Therefore, a quality mea-

sure of a method to construct AHG is a minimized difference between OPP

on these graphs. Another important measure is how the reduced size mini-

mizes query running time, and both of them will be discussed in Section 4.3.

In Chapter 2, we discussed methods to construct alternative graphs. In the

following subsection, we provide the details of 2 methods of constructing

AHG, namely k-shortest path and penalty method.

K-shortest paths

K-shortest path problem is a well-known generalization of the shortest path

problem. It aims to find not only the shortest path on a graph, but also K

shortest, or suboptimal, paths, in increasing order. Therefore, for each K,

we can define AHG as a union of all edges which are included in the first K

shortest paths. The larger K, the more edges are in the corresponding AHG.

Also, new suboptimal paths are likely to contain combinations of previously

included edges and do not produce new edges. We provide a listing of Yen’s

algorithm in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 K-shortest path

1: procedure KSP(G, s, d,K)
2: A[0]← BidirDijkstraShortestPath(G, s, d)
3: B ← PriorityQueue()
4: G0 ← G
5: for k = 1 to K − 1 do
6: for i = 0 to length(A[k − 1])− 2 do
7: spurNode← A[k − 1][i]
8: rootPath← A[k − 1][0 .. i− 1]
9: for path ∈ A do

10: if path[0 .. i− 1] = rootPath then
11: remove (path[i], path[i+ 1]) from G
12: end if
13: end for
14: for rootPathNode ∈ rootPath \ {spurNode} do
15: remove rootPathNode from G
16: end for
17: spurPath← BidirectionalDijkstraShortestPath(G, spurNode, d)
18: B.put(rootPath+ spurPath)
19: G← G0

20: end for
21: A[k]← pop(B)
22: end for
23: return ∪∀e∈p,∀p∈A{e}
24: end procedure
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In this algorithm, A is an array of K-shortest path sorted by their length,

B is a priority queue of candidate shortest paths. On each iteration, a new

path is added to B, which consists of rootPath and spurPath. rootPath fol-

lows the first nodes from one of A paths, and spurPath is a shortest path on

a graph with eliminated edges from paths from A. The resulting alternative

graph is a total set of all edges from all K-shortest paths.

Penalty method

The Penalty method is an iterative run of the shortest path algorithm while

increasing the weights of each shortest path while iterating. They are multi-

plied by Wupdate, and the total number of iterations is Niter. In this case, the

new edges are included in the shortest paths, and the total alternative graph

is growing. We incorporate Customized Contraction Hierarchies (CCH)

which is discussed in Chapter 2 in the Penalty method. We provide the

listing of Penalty method using preprocessed graph G∧π , query and weight

update of CCH speed-up technique introduced in Section 2.3 to find short-

est paths as we use in Chapter 2.

One of the most important parameters in its implementation is the order

of contraction which corresponds to their relative importance in the graph.

We propose to use the orders based on node population, degree centrality

(number of adjacent edges), and betweenness centrality (fraction of shortest

paths passing through a node).
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Algorithm 4 Penalty method algorithm

1: procedure PENALTY(G, s, d, π,Niter) .
2: A← [ ]
3: G∧π ← CCH_Preprocessing(G, π)
4: for i = 0 to Niter − 1 do
5: p = CCH_Query(G∧π , s, d)
6: A← A ∪ {p}
7: for (x, y) ∈ p do
8: lx,y ← lx,y ·Wupdate

9: end for
10: G∧π ← CCH_UpdateWeights(G∧π , l)
11: end for
12: return ∪∀e∈p,∀p∈A{e}
13: end procedure

4.2.5 Framework

Our framework is shown in Figure 4.4. All input data is shown in dotted

boxes. The goal of the framework is to recommend a user OPP for their

intended trip, and user could choose either least expected travel time or

most reliable path programs. The framework includes two main parts: the

preprocessing and query stages. Overall, we use the model used in the case

study in Chapter 3 and add time-dependent parameters described below in

Section 4.3.

The result of the preprocessing stage is constructing SHGwith all stochas-

tic distributions of travel times we,t stored in memory. We do not consider

its constructing time because it does not affect query performance. To solve

the cold start problem, we use simulated data for all required input data as

described in Section 4.3, and then the preprocessing stage could be rerun

using the newly acquired data from the users of the application.

The query stage models user’s behaviour while using the recommender

system. A user inputs source and destination locations and the initial time
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as their query. For each query, our framework finds OPP using either STDHG

or STDAHG, and we compare their performance in Section 4.3 as well as

the performance of two methods of finding OPP.

FIGURE 4.4: Framework
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4.3 Experiments

4.3.1 Experimental setup and parameters

We continue the experimental settings from the case study in Chapter 3. For

the experiments settings, we use road networks of European countries from

DIVA-GIS (DIVA-GIS country data 2017) and population grids from Eurostat

dataset (GEOSTAT 2011 Grid dataset 2017) that are listed in the Table 4.3. An

example of a road network of Germany is shown in Figure 4.5.

TABLE 4.3: Road networks and population grids used

Country
name

No. of
nodes

No. of
edges

Total
population

Total road
length, km

Austria 468 1194 8425013 14946.09
Belgium 418 1312 10993324 10397.71
Czechia 407 1096 10447899 13967.01
France 3081 9532 62803124 122381.61
Germany 2533 7842 80232606 79935.83
Hungary 572 1496 9964691 18953.76
Italy 1715 5153 59485199 60975.23
Netherlands 380 1082 16655999 8936.33
Poland 1708 5196 38539668 70924.74
Portugal 385 1102 10577568 16811.03
Slovakia 270 692 5406725 9196.07
Spain 2060 6210 46975968 93652.32
Switzerland 340 914 7982181 9235.513

Since the query speed of algorithms does not depend on waiting times,

in our experiments pick-up probabilities qi are normally distributedN(0.2, 0.1).

To make a transition from SHG to STDHG, we we discretize all travel

times to 15min using 24hrs timespan, so all travel times are discretized

to Thorizon = {15, 30, 45, . . . 1440}. Since weights of some hitchhiking edges

weights which are larger than shortest paths between corresponding nodes,
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FIGURE 4.5: Road network in Germany

we prune those edges that are 1.5 times larger than it to make the reduced

SHG which is used in the experiments. We use pmax = 4 as the number

of various travel times in D(fwe,t). We use Yen’s algorithm for k-shortest

paths, and k is in range [10, 20, 30, 40, 50]. For the Penalty method, we use

Niter = [5, 25, 50, 100] and Wupdate = 1.2 as suggested in (Paraskevopoulos

and Zaroliagis, 2013). All other experimental settings are set exactly as in
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TABLE 4.4: Hitchhiking graphs

Country
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Austria 468 7291 0.033 128.59 416.6 545.19 0.309 7
Belgium 418 7705 0.044 2.79 29.37 32.16 0.095 5
Czechia 407 6686 0.040 25.340 157.42 182.76 0.16 6
France 3081 231637 0.024 16.1 478.01 494.1 0.034 12
Germany 2533 289086 0.045 36.92 323.27 360.19 0.114 9
Hungary 572 8208 0.025 49.83 164.02 213.85 0.304 7
Italy 1715 151528 0.052 32.01 82.17 114.18 0.390 3
Nether-
lands

380 11934 0.083 1.99 15.14 17.14 0.132 2

Poland 1708 72740 0.025 47.02 224.62 271.64 0.209 6
Portugal 385 7680 0.052 154.19 282.40 436.6 0.546 9
Slovakia 270 3187 0.044 49.64 98.25 147.89 0.505 3
Spain 2060 121427 0.029 8.24 222.12 230.35 0.037 2
Switzer-
land

340 5531 0.048 5.16 49.56 54.72 0.104 5

the case study in Chapter 3.

4.3.2 Hitchhiking graphs for different countries

See Table 4.4 about hitchhiking graphs used in the experiments. We see that

in countries with small distances and high population (i.e. the Netherlands),

waiting times is slower and hitchhiking could be very fast with the least ride

changes. However, countries with less population (i.e. Austria) could have

considerably larger waiting times and might require more ride changes.
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4.3.3 Performance of OPP on STDAHG and STDHG for small

networks

We find OPP for both STDHG and STDAHG on small networks. so it is

possible to assess the performance of algorithms to construct AHG. OPP

on STDHG provides the best possible hitchhiking strategy, while OPP on

STDAHG provides a suboptimal result if the edges included into OPP for

SHG are not included in AHG while construction. Therefore, we can assess

the optimality of AHG construction algorithms by calculating how much of

the optimal expected hitchhiking travel time is preserved. The fraction of

optimal expected travel times on STDAHG and STDHG is indicated in the

column "Accuracy" in Table 4.5. Also, for each of the method, we compute

the proportion of query running time in "Query speed-up" column. Penalty

method gives almost perfect results for large Niter, and saves a few minutes

considering a sum of the query running time and travel time for the sec-

ond graph. Even for the smallest road networks in our dataset, computing

STDHG takes too long, so we need to construct AHG first.

4.3.4 K-shortest path and penalty method parameters

For the analysis of how hitchhiking travel time and query running time vari-

ations over k for K-shortest path algorithm and Niter in Penalty method, see

Figure 4.6 and 4.7. Both algorithms follow linear time increase with increas-

ing k and Niter, while the gain of hitchhiking travel time decreases.
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TABLE 4.5: Running times for STDHG and STDAHG

Method, k
or Niter

Number
of edges
in AHG

STDAHG
query
running
time, s

OPP on
STDAHG
expected
travel time,
min

Query
Speed-up

Accu-
racy,
%

STDHG with 97 nodes and 1314 edges. STDHG query running
time 12.27 s; OPP expected travel time: 303.14 min
K-s.p. 10 14.17 0.069 322.72 177.27 93.94
K-s.p. 30 23.76 0.185 312.80 66.23 96.92
K-s.p. 50 29.64 0.294 310.17 41.68 97.73
Pen. 5 14.75 0.016 310.49 773.87 97.63
Pen. 25 43.75 0.086 304.66 142.87 99.50
Pen. 50 67.19 0.154 303.25 79.44 99.97
STDHG with 197 nodes and 5208 edges. STDHG query running
time 432.374 s; OPP expected travel time: 461.28 min
K-s.p. 10 14.98 0.425 519.03 1016.73 88.87
K-s.p. 30 23.91 0.441 502.79 980.72 91.74
K-s.p. 50 29.47 0.452 497.02 955.52 92.81
Pen. 5 21.27 0.459 482.84 941.74 95.54
Pen. 25 68.05 0.762 464.71 567.75 99.26
Pen. 50 110.15 1.175 462.97 367.86 99.64

TABLE 4.6: ALET and MinHypertree running times

Country Edges in
AHG

ALET
running
time, s

MinHypertree
running time, s Fraction

Slovakia 11.39 0.013 0.053 0.246
Hungary 15.92 0.023 0.072 0.318
Netherlands 28.75 0.100 0.332 0.300
Austria 29.16 0.117 0.170 0.691
Switzerland 30.90 0.073 0.116 0.626
Poland 46.40 0.271 0.228 1.187
France 54.27 0.526 0.370 1.420
Italy 83.14 1.651 0.596 2.771
Germany 92.67 1.686 0.508 3.321
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FIGURE 4.6: K-shortest path method running time

4.3.5 Results for ALET vs MinHypertree

Comparative results for ALET and MinHypertree algorithms for AHG in

various countries are shown in Table 4.6. We see that while ALET works
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FIGURE 4.7: Penalty method running time

faster for smaller graphs, it gets slower the larger graphs. Even though Min-

Hypertree requires more time for constructing all possible pairs of (node,

timestamp), its better computational complexity provides better results in

practice as well.
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4.3.6 Results on different node orders for CCH

Since the insertion node order is one of the most important parts of CCH

method, we investigate the following orders: random, total node popu-

lation, degree centrality, betweenness centrality. The results are shown in

Figure 4.8, and degree centrality gives the best results on average.
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FIGURE 4.8: Penalty method running time
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4.3.7 Results for expected travel time and reliability

The results of OPP with two objective functions using MinHypertree are

shown in Table 4.7. Finding TPP with the minimized maximum travel time

does not require computation of weighted probabilities to times, so only

comparison and assignment of the maximum possible travel time are done.

Therefore, computing the most reliable path program is done more than

twice faster as shown in "Fraction" column.

TABLE 4.7: Expected travel time vs. most reliable route

Country

Median OPP
for least
expected
travel time,
ms

Median OPP
for minimized
maximum
travel time,
ms

Fraction

Austria 19.001 9.032 0.475
Belgium 16.942 7.733 0.456
Czechia 8.741 4.164 0.476
Hungary 7.833 3.780 0.483
Netherlands 17.002 7.640 0.449
Portugal 17.739 8.191 0.462
Slovakia 8.980 4.293 0.478
Switzerland 16.735 7.713 0.461

4.3.8 Hitchhiking travel time vs query running time for large

graphs

Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show the performance of resulting algorithms

to compute OPP using MinHypertree on STDAHG. The running time for

Penalty method is significantly lower since it is using fast CCH technique

to update weights and quickly find shortest paths. While K-shortest path

has feasible running time for medium-sized networks, the query running
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time reaches a minute while the hitchhiking travel time of a found OPP is

significantly less than the one found by Penalty method.

FIGURE 4.9: An example of a medium size road network

FIGURE 4.10: An example of a large size road network
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4.3.9 Discussion

Computing STDHG and STDAHG on small graphs, we can compare the

performance of our AHG construction algorithms to the best-case scenario,

and in most cases, the resulting AHG contains all edges from OPP on SHG,

especially for Penalty method. We see that behavior of our AHG construc-

tion methods K-shortest path algorithm works reasonably well only for

graphs with a few hundreds of nodes, while Penalty method with CCH per-

forms queries within 1−2 seconds for networks with a few thousand nodes

and hundreds of thousands of hitchhiking edges. While AHG construction

is similar to pruning algorithm described in Chapter 3, these methods are

much faster. Regarding computing OPP for STDHG and STDAHG, Min-

Hypertree performs faster on larger networks. Regarding the node order for

CCH, all three proposed methods provide significant query speed improve-

ment comparing to the random ordering. Among these methods, degree

centrality gives the best average results for all countries. Even though the

preprocessing time for CCH can take a few minutes, it is outperformed by

the fast query speed. Overall, implementing penalty method to compute

AHG with MinHypertree to find OPP will allow to us to find an OPP with

least expected travel time or most reliable travel time within a few seconds

for all available road networks. Therefore, these methods are recommended

to be used as a part of the framework to help hitchhikers’ route planning.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we formalized the problem of optimal route planning for a

stochastic time-dependent hitchhiker’s problem. We introduced a concept
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of the stochastic time-dependent hitchhiking graph to utilize all possible

decisions for a hitchhiker and handled multiple uncertainties that are in-

evitable in hitchhiking as a transportation mode. We also applied several

existing algorithms to reduce the size of the graph, heuristics to improve

the computational speed and conducted a set of experiments on real-world

road networks of selected countries. We performed queries for finding opti-

mal path programs of least expected travel time or most reliable travel time

and showed that their query running time lies within 1−2 seconds even for

large road networks, while more than 99% optimality of routes is preserved.

This framework is the basis of the future route recommender app for hitch-

hikers, which will allow optimal trip planning for hitchhikers on a country

level.
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Chapter 5

Optimal Pick-Up Point Selection

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present an analysis of pick-up locations for hitchhiking.

As we mentioned in Chapter 2, the hitchhiking process starts with finding

the first pick-up location and might involve other intermediate pick-up loca-

tions where a hitchhiker is changing vehicles on their way to the destination,

and we use qi as quality of success of hitchhiking locations. To analyze the

pick-up locations, we used the Hitchwiki dataset of 9000 real-world loca-

tions in six countries, where travellers documented their hitchhiking expe-

riences in terms of waiting times and assessed how good a location is using

1..5 scale. Namely, we investigate spatial features that influence how good a

pick-up location is, based on a set of factors including closeness to road facil-

ities as gas stations or types of road. The latter is based on OpenStreetMap

road hierarchy of 11 road types. Finally, we analyze users’ comments to find

relationships between road types and facilities and build a prediction model

for assessing the quality of hitchhiking pick-up locations.

The research question we address in this Chapter is: "Which factors in-

fluence the popularity of some locations over others, and subsequently lead
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to positive travel experiences?". It aligns with Research Objective 3 of this

thesis, which is related to identifying factors that characterise the best pick-

up locations for hitchhiking.

Our main motivation lies in an assumption that some locations are pre-

ferred over others: they have good visibility for drivers, sufficient highway

traffic and low speeds so the drivers can stop easily. While in reality factors

like gender or visual appearance have a significant effect on a hitchhiker’s

waiting time, we assume that location attributes like a type of road, close-

ness to road facilities as gas stations and traffic lights can lead to more pos-

itive hitchhiking experiences regardless of the above social factors. While

optimal route planning for the hitchhiker is important for strategic plan-

ning of their route, without having a good location a hitchhiker is not able

to get on a highway and start travelling. We use information from hitchhik-

ing forums and websites which state that finding a good location is the most

important part of the hitchhiking process and follow their descriptions. In

addition, waiting time at pick-up locations is the main reason why hitchhik-

ing might be slower than driving private vehicles. Therefore, reducing the

waiting time by choosing locations that have shorter waiting times could

improve the overall hitchhiking experience.

The key contributions of this chapter are:

• More than 9,000 locations were analysed according to 11 types of road

and 5 different facilities. The most prominent features are gas stations,

traffic lights and bus stops, which usually attract more hitchhikers.

Among different types of road, on-ramps to motorways are extremely

popular, while minor types of regional roads are rare.
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• We performed a text analysis of the user descriptions and comments

and found dependencies between road types and certain facilities on

them. For example, gas stations are popular hitchhiking points on mo-

torways, while bus stops may be significant pick-up points on regional

roads.

• We have developed a feature set for classifying good and bad ratings

of locations based on location features as well as a regression model to

predict exact ratings.

The results of this chapter describe certain properties needed for a success-

ful hitchhiking location, show how hitchhiking experiences differ for var-

ious roads and how users’ comments can improve the accuracy of a rec-

ommender system. These results are highly important to assist hitchhikers

in helping them to plan an optimal trip and can assist in developing a trip

planning application. In addition, infrastructure planners and local authori-

ties can consider these results to improve hitchhiking facilities; for example,

making special signs with stops or providing supplementary amenities for

hitchhikers.

5.2 Methodology

5.2.1 General problem description

We begin by analyzing the hitchhiking process taking into account the im-

portance of pick-up locations. As we mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, find-

ing a suitable location is a part of the process of hitchhiking, and there

might be multiple pick-up locations depending on the number of lifts. Even
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though there are several factors for a successful hitchhiking ride, the loca-

tion is considered the most important factor for a successful ride (Wikitravel,

2016). Certain location properties make it easier for drivers to stop and have

enough traffic to increase the probability of a successful ride for a hitchhiker.

A good location is determined by two main factors: a short average waiting

time for catching a ride to the desired destination, and a small probability of

an unusually long ride. Therefore, the choice of a hitchhiking location is cru-

cial for a successful hitchhiking trip, and in this chapter, we identify these

factors by analysing hitchhiking logs. In this chapter, we narrow down the

area to the waiting time at pick-up locations, which is the most distinctive

feature of hitchhiking comparing to other modes of transportation.

The hitchhiker has to wait for the car during all their rides. The number

of the rides may vary from 1 to multiple and is dependent on many factors:

how optimal is the chosen route in terms of number and destination of cars,

how far they will go, how fast they could drive on certain roads, etc. Even

if cars’ speed is high, but they do not go too far, a few extra stops may

require substantial additional time to the travel, making it not-efficient. A

hitchhiker usually cannot ask a driver to drive further than his destination

or change his route, he can just ask him to stop earlier.

5.2.2 Hitchhiking location properties

A successful hitchhike is influenced by many parameters. First, there are

factors which are related to a person’s gender, appearance, presence of sign,

etc. The success is also dependent on cultural values, the spread of hitchhik-

ing in a particular region. These points were mentioned in Chapter 2, but
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the most important factor is a location itself (Wikitravel, 2016). The qual-

ity of a hitchhiking location may be looked from various points of view, for

example:

• How easy it is for cars to stop. In the middle of a motorway, there is

no chance that cars could stop right after noticing a hitchhiker.

• How likely that cars are going in the direction which is useful for the

hitchhiker. Most of the hitchhiker do long rides, so points with most

of the local traffic are senseless.

• Reachability of a point by public transport for locations to start hitch-

hiking. Usually, hitchhikers start travelling in cities, and they need to

reach highways.

• Location equipped with some basic facilities like water or shelter. Even

though waiting time in a proper location should not be long, these

amenities may be crucial for certain groups of travellers.

• Location prominence for drivers. For example, certain countries like

the Netherlands have special stops with corresponding signs for hitch-

hikers. Therefore, information about these specific locations may be

well-known among drivers.

Also, a several Internet-resources ((HitchWiki, 2017), (Hopista, 2016),

(Wikitravel, 2016), (Bouchard, 2010)) contain information about characteris-

tics of the best locations to hitchhike, namely good visibility of a passenger,

cars’ speed is not high, optimal traffic, and a safe, easy, legal and obvious

place to pull over. For example, good locations are located near gas stations,
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commercial rest areas, public highway on ramps, on-the-road restaurants,

parking areas, land borders, etc.

However, these observations have not been proved on a large scale. Our

goal is to validate these factors and find out how they influence the waiting

time and rating of a location-based on information in hitchhiking logs. For

this reason, we need to analyse how close locations are to the different fa-

cilities, and how a distance to each of the road facilities influences resulting

performance in ratings and waiting time. We need to find the correlation

between waiting time and rating and see how it is influenced by the credi-

bility of the assessment. We also need to find relationships between users’

comments and location attributes. In addition, since hitchhiking character,

traditions and habits vary a lot, a comprehensive study on different datasets

should be done.

Since the main goal is to build a recommender system for hitchhikers,

which is to be designed, we propose two possible solutions. One is a classi-

fication of location into two classes: those which may be used by hitchhik-

ers, and those to be avoided, and regression model to predict the rating of a

location. All the features selected and analysed on the previous step should

be used in both.
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5.3 Experiments

5.3.1 Dataset description

We use Hitchwiki maps (HitchWiki, 2017) dataset. There are 21,562 rated

points (on 12 August 15), and they are not uniformly covered across all lo-

cations in the world. For example, whole Africa contains only 167 points,

the top-10 countries sorted by the number of points are provided in Table

5.1. These results conform with the difference in the spread of hitchhiking

Country No. of spots
Germany 2525
France 2379
Poland 1282
Netherlands 997
United Kingdom 888
United States 793
Spain 675
Czech Republic 634
Russia 591
Romania 530

TABLE 5.1: Top-10 countries from Hitchwiki dataset

culture among other countries as well as popularity of particular Hitchwiki

website. To make an extensive analysis, we do all the experiments described

below with top-6 countries: Germany, France, Poland, Netherlands, United

Kingdom and United States.

Since the dataset is based on volunteered date, we should consider its

credibility. There are some works about credebility of it (Haklay, 2010), and

it has been succesfully applied in many areas like discovering Points of In-

terest (POI) for estimating urban land use for urban planners (Jiang et al.,

2015) or travel reccomendations (Sun et al., 2015). There are 2525 points
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from Germany in the dataset, and they have various levels of credence.

Some locations may have only one vote, while others may be assessed 20-

30 times and thus have higher confidence. For example, among 2525 spots

from Germany, only 107 have 10 or more rating votes. This parameter of

minimum amount of votes of a location would be defined as Nmin, and will

be assessed later.

Users are able to create new points and edit existing points, assessing

their rating and waiting time, and add comments about them. Since there

are no regulations about assessing locations, users may vote for "hitchabil-

ity" rating of a location (from 1 to 5, from "Senseless" to "Very good") and

record their waiting time (5, 10, 15, ... minutes). Since a point may be as-

sessed a few times, the integer ratings become continuously distributed in

the interval [1..5], and waiting times - in the half-interval [5..∞).

Some of the locations have many detailed comments, and usually they

describe: how good it is; which directions from this spot most of cars go;

how long it takes to catch a car there etc. Consequently, text analysis of

comments would be another future direction with a potential improving

of the accuracy of the hitchhiking recommender system, and some initial

results are presented below.

Users can vote spots’ rating and/or write waiting time of their experi-

ence. Due to users preferences, reason, there are roughly two times more

ratings than waiting time in the dataset. Figures 5.1a and 5.1b show that

there is a moderate correlation between them for different Nmin.

Figure 5.1a shows that there are not enough points with higher Nmin

values for some countries, and generally the correlation between waiting

time and rating is moderate.
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(A) Correlation coefficient between waiting time and
rating for all countries

(B) Correlation between waiting time and rating for
different Nmin for Poland

Figure 5.1b shows many points with integer ratings for Nmin = 1 due to
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the nature of the data, which allow users to rate locations only with inte-

gers from 1 to 5. Next figures exhibit much less points along integer lines

because average values of longer arrays of integers are less likely to be inte-

gers, and another observation is significant decrease of points with ratings

lower than 2. This tendency is also illustrated in the Figure 5.2: the loca-

tions with higher ratings are more likely to attract new people, while bad

ratings, especially with an explicit description, may be a red flag for other

users. Figure 5.2 illustrates the tendency of users to use more often loca-

tions which have already got high ratings. Interestingly, Figure 5.3 shows

no significant relationships between waiting time and ratings. The reason

may be related to general uncertainty of hitchhiking: even at a good loca-

tions sometimes a hitchhiker needs to wait long, so the average waiting time

is not decreasing significantly.

FIGURE 5.2: Average rating and Nmin
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FIGURE 5.3: Nmin and waiting time and rating

5.3.2 Road type analysis

Coordinates of a hitchhiking location, do not reveal anything specific about

its relative emplacement. Obviously, hitchhiking points are located next to

roads, but it is unknown where exactly: either on a motorway or a small

village road. Therefore, a question of assigning the point to a road becomes

crucial. A natural criteria is to classify roads by their type using road hierar-

chy (Brindle, 1996). Therefore the road type of a point is determined by the

type of its closest road.

To implement our experiments, we use OpenStreetMap and its road hi-

erarchy(OpenStreetMap, 2016). For example, the category motorway is the

highest among 6 main categories and unclassified is the lowest, while trunk

is related to link between roads of different categories, i.e. ramps. The same

classification hierarchy of roads may vary between countries. Thus, some

different categories of roads may be represented in a different way, so to
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make our analysis feasible, we need to research roads from one country. In

the Table 5.2, we illustrate the ratio of how many points of each country

dataset were assigned to each type of road, how many roads there are in

OpenStreetMap in that country. In this case, if a proportion is close to zero,

than roads of this type are not popular for hitchhikers. The greater the pro-

portion is, the more popular the road type is.

TABLE 5.2: Road types distribution by country

Link roads are especially popular for hitchhikers, followed by motorway

and trunk roads. In addition, tertiary and unclassified roads are not popu-

lar, even though they are the most common types of roads in all countries.

Note that this data is very specific to countries: for example, Polish hitch-

hikers tend to use primary roads instead of motorways, while trunk roads

are especially popular in Great Britain. Therefore, recommendations for the

desired application should consider individual features of each country.

After the popularity of road types, we investigate ratings and waiting

times at different road types. In the Figures 5.4a and 5.4b average rating

and waiting time are shown in respect to Nmin. We did not include roads
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(A) Rating

(B) Waiting time

FIGURE 5.4: Average values by road type

secondary links and tertiary links, which are closest to 2 and 0 points re-

spectively. Waiting time is different at different road types. For example, on

primary roads it is almost half than on a motorway. In addition, motorway
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link roads have almost 50% less waiting time than motorway itself, which

is important for long-distance travellers: they should look for a proper po-

sition on a ramp instead of a motorway itself. Potentially, it gives us an

opportunity to group points by road types: high-speed roads (motorway,

trunk) or low-speed roads(others), while slip roads may constitute the third

group. In terms of rating, trunk link roads and secondary roads in average

get smaller ratings than other types of roads. For the trunk links, it may be

related to higher waiting time, while secondary roads may seem inefficient

due to the properties of traffic on them. For example, there could be many

cars stopping, most of which do not go far.

5.3.3 Feature analysis

Following the verbal descriptions of good hitchhiking locations described in

Section 5.2, we crawled the features that are usually located next to roads:

gas station, bus stop, traffic light, restaurant, parking. These features are

extracted from OpenStreetMap.

To begin with, we may find what is the distance from Hitchwiki dataset

points to these features. For each hitchhiking location, we assign distances

to the each closest feature. The histograms of distributions are given in the

Figure 5.5.

Following, we investigate relationships between features, waiting times

and ratings of locations in Figure 5.6a. They depict the difference in waiting

times/ratings between points that are located in features neighbourhoods

to the points that are located far from them. For example, if the waiting

time difference for bus stop feature at distance 0.02 km is −9 min, it means
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that average waiting time for points which have the closest bus stations less

than 20 meters away is 9 minutes less than the rest of points.

(A) gas station (B) bus stop

(C) traffic light (D) restaurant

(E) parking

FIGURE 5.5: Histogram of distance from dataset points to clos-
est facilities. X-axis: distance to the closest facility in km, y-

axis: number of
hitchhiking locations with this distance
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(A) Rating difference

(B) Waiting time difference

FIGURE 5.6: Difference in waiting time/rating between points
which are close to features neighbourhoods vs those which are

not

Since we have many attributes derived from different sources, multi-

collinearity becomes an important question, i.e. when one or more attributes

are highly correlated. For example, in many cases bus stops are located near

traffic lights, so distances to these facilities may be somehow correlated. To

measure it, we take a subset of points for Nmin = 3 and find variance in-

flation factors (VIF) for the attributes for each country. VIF is a common
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Country No. of points Maximum VIF
Germany 799 1.806
France 513 2.194
Poland 332 3.089
Netherlands 233 3.678
Great Britain 156 2.539
USA 49 21.204

TABLE 5.3: Variance inflation factors for different countries

value which measures how much the variance of the estimated regression

coefficients are inflated as compared to when the predictor variables are not

linearly related, and it assumes that multicollinearity is high when VIF are

larger than 5.

Variance inflation factors are given Table 5.3. We see that the VIF larger

than 5 appears only for USA, the smallest dataset. In this case, the correla-

tion comes from the fact that one of the road types appears only twice in the

whole US dataset. After removing this column, VIF becomes 3.94.

However, our main goal is to have a system that predicts location rating,

and in this case multicollinearity is not related to its performance, rather to

coefficients and respective standard errors of attributes in a linear model.

In addition, Random Forest can handle multicollinearity due to probabilis-

tic sampling of a set of attributes. These results will be presented in the

following section.

Another important statistics is p-value for each attribute, which tests the

null hypothesis that the coefficient has no effect (equal to zero). Therefore,

low p-values favor the alternative hypothesis. In our case, we measure p-

values for the same data for the 3 biggest countries, and select attributes

with p-values less than 0.05. The results are given in Table 5.4, and only_hw

corresponds to a feature of point being near a highway without links nearby.
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For the other 3 countries, there is not enough data to have p-values small for

the attributes.

Country No. of points Attributes with p-values <0.05
Germany 799 secondary, unclassified, trunk_link
France 513 primary_link, motorway_link,

residential, secondary, primary.
Poland 332 motorway, trunk, only_hw

TABLE 5.4: Attributes with low p-values

To sum up, the most important features are gas stations, bus stops and

traffic lights, and high proportion of points are located next to them. All of

those generally improve waiting times and ratings. The more the distant is,

the more random the data becomes, therefore all time and rating differences

converge to zero. Even though some hitchhiking locations are located next

to parkings, usually those points may have higher waiting times and lower

rantings. Therefore, this facility is not recommended to hitchhike at, prob-

ably due to a low number of cars passing by parkings. However, the usage

of these features in hitchhiking recommender system should be adjusted to

specific countries.

5.3.4 Classification and regression

Since the main interest lies in distinguishing efficient and non-efficient points

for a hitchhiker recommender system, the natural idea is to use classifica-

tion of good and bad hitchhiking points for this purpose. For the following

experiments, data from all countries will be used according to different val-

ues of Nmin. The idea is to train the classification algorithm to distinguish

points with high and low ratings based on the given list of attributes: type
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of road, distances to the closest gas station, bus stop, traffic light, and also

if the point is around a highway link, around a highway without link, is it

(A) Points in all countries

(B) Points in Germany

FIGURE 5.7: Accuracy of classifiers
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isolated from all facilities. First part of them has rating more than 4, and the

rest have rating less than 3, and they correspond to 2 classes: "good" and

"bad" points.

Accuracy of classification algorithms based on the given list of features

for the classes of points with low and high ratings are given in the Figure 5.7,

in a setting when there are 66% random points selected for training and the

rest 34% for testing. As it was mentioned above, as Nmin is increasing, the

average rating is increasing, so there are less points with low ratings, and

the splitting into training and testing data is done after filtering. Therefore,

the low rating class is oversampled in the experiments, and therefore we

calculate the error bars for each of the classifier based on a sample of 1000

experiments.

In addition, we present the results of regression model to estimate loca-

tion rating without division into two classes. In this case, there is no prob-

lem of imbalanced classes. The results of regression models are presented

in Figure 5.8.

FIGURE 5.8: Performance of regression models
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To conclude, the results show high accuracy of the given set of attributes

for classification of efficient and not-efficient points for hitchhiking and the

accuracy increases when points have been ranked more than once. Even

though the classes are skewed due to the reasons mentioned above, the av-

erage accuracy of KNN and Random forest classifiers achieves 75% for spe-

cial countries. Classification graphs for countries have a similar structure,

but results may vary more due to the fewer points in the dataset, and since

more uncertainty. The same feature set is also feasible for the regression

problem, and the linear regression model achieves the best performance on

the median absolute error of 0.3 rating points.

5.3.5 Text analysis

The subsequent analysis is related to descriptions and comments of loca-

tions in the dataset. Here we try to make the first stage of text analysis, tar-

geting to identify the relationships between keywords and attributes they

represent. For this analysis, we also need to use subset from 1 country, be-

cause verbal descriptions of roads may be different for different countries,

so we discuss the results for the Netherlands. For example, in this country

roads starting with A (like A5, A19, etc.) correspond to the largest motor-

ways, while N-roads are used for general roads connecting towns. For each

road type, we calculate how many points corresponding to this road type

(e.g. their closest road is a road of specific road type from hierarchy) include

a particular keyword. After that, for each keyword, we have feature vector

of the frequency of its usage in each of these road types. For example, if a

keyword "Gas station" is used in 50% of motorways and 5% of slip roads, its
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feature vector will be [0.5, 0.05] assuming there are only 2 road types. After

that, the correlation matrix is computed to estimate the similarity between

each pair of keywords, which finds the relationships between different key-

words. The more the correlation coefficient is, the more similar these terms

are.

Pearson correlation between keywords is given in Table 5.5.

TABLE 5.5: Correlation between different words according to
types of roads they describe

This analysis proves the fact that that synonyms (as gas/petrol station,

ramp/slip) have very high similarity, and also provides some valuable in-

sights. For example, bus stops are highly associated with N-type roads,

while gas stations are more popular on motorways. However, as it was

mentioned before, usage of keywords is mostly limited to each country, with

corresponding keywords (names of roads etc.) Another complication is aris-

ing because in some countries comments are given not in English. For the

future system, the information extracted from comments may be included

in the recommender system.
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5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we addressed a problem of finding important factors for

hitchhiking locations, done a comprehensive analysis of Hitchwiki dataset

of over 15,000 hitchhiking experiences. We found a correlation between rat-

ing and waiting times, but only if locations were assessed more than once.

Moreover, the number of assessments provides greater credibility to the as-

sessment but also makes analysis harder due to the sparseness of the data.

Properties of different road types were examined, and regional roads link-

ing towns on average have half the waiting times of motorways and mo-

torway ramps. Generally, link roads and motorways are the most popular

compared to their relative size in countries’ road networks, while urban

roads and small roads, which make up most of the road network, attract

many fewer hitchhikers. However, these values vary from country to coun-

try due to local features.

The most important road facilities for hitchhikers include gas stations,

bus stops, and traffic lights, so most hitchhiking locations are located next

to them. Proximity to them generally improves waiting times and ratings.

Parking spots indeed decrease hitchhiking performance and thus need to

be avoided. We also analysed comments and descriptions to the locations

and proved the applicability of our method due to high similarity values

between synonyms. Some valuable insights include the popularity of gas

stations on motorways and bus stops at special types of regional roads. Fi-

nally, our feature set has reached 76% accuracy in classification tests and

0.3 median absolute errors for the regression model, which is the first result
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made for analysis of hitchhiking datasets. However, the Hitchwiki dataset it-

self lacks information about some details of hitchhiking travel experiences;

most importantly, the times and destinations of trips. Hitchhiking in the

daytime and at night may be completely different, while asking for only

a short ride may imply a shorter waiting time than finding a driver for a

long-distance trip. Therefore, these limitations do not help us to estimate qi

which was used in previous chapters. Consequently, we need more data to

be directly included in the desired hitchhiking route recommender system.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Summary of findings

In this thesis, we comprehensively addressed all the research challenges, as

follows:

• We formalized a static hitchhiking graph model to utilize all possible

decisions for a hitchhiker. The model includes all possible hitchhiking

strategies, pick-up points quality and simulated country-scale traffic

model;

• We created a framework for finding the optimal path program for a

source-destination pair and initial travel time for a hitchhiker on a

stochastic time-dependent hitchhiking graph without losing optimal-

ity. We compute the optimal path program within 1 − 2 seconds for

graphs with more than 100000 hitchhiking edges;

• We conducted an analysis of real-world hitchhikers’ experiences at

various hitchhiking pick-up locations from Hitchwiki website, ana-

lyzed various spatial features and developed a classification model to

find suitable pick-up locations with an average 75% accuracy.
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6.2 Implication for practice

In Chapters 3-5, we considered hitchhiking in a traditional way, i.e. when

a hitchhiker is seeking a lift standing by the road without knowing drivers

and their intentions. The resulting classification model and a framework

have a straightforward practical benefit for finding optimal locations and

routes for hitchhikers. In addition, we introduced an idea of an application

connecting hitchhikers and drivers who are willing to give them a ride in

Chapter 1. In this section, we want to show how hitchhiking experiences

can be improved using the new application for shared trip planning for both

hitchhikers and drivers and which combines traditional hitchhiking with

pre-arranged ride matching and uses the findings of this thesis.

We use terms "traditional hitchhiking" and "next-generation hitchhiking" in

this chapter to describe the well-known traditional way of hitchhiking, and

the future scenario using the smartphone application respectively. We also

use the term "system" to refer to this application. The basic system architec-

ture includes client applications on hitchhikers’ and drivers’ smartphones

and a server which makes all possible suggestions. Note that traditional

hitchhiking is included as a part of next-generation hitchhiking when there

are no pre-arranged trips between drivers and a hitchhiker when the hitch-

hiker has to do traditional hitchhike all their own way or their smartphone

services are not available. Also, our previously used notion of an optimal

path program will be extended to include matched rides.

We assume all people who are potentially interested in being a hitchhiker

or in giving a lift, have access to smartphones and are able to release neces-

sary information when planning trips. We refer to both parties (of drivers
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and hitchhikers) as users unless stated otherwise. Assume that the main

goals of a future application are to make next-generation hitchhiking much

safer, comfortable, deterministic and appealing to a wider community than

traditional hitchhiking.

First, we describe the design of the application. Suppose users can pro-

vide all required data about their current location and planned trips, write

their preferences about a potential travel partner, trip details and payment.

The system might include rating or reference system for all users, and pro-

vide a matching algorithm for drivers and hitchhikers if they travel in a

similar direction and at a similar time, and let them choose if they agree on

a suggested travel partner. If a driver cannot find the hitchhiker, they start

their journey without them, and the system might find potential matches

on their way. If a hitchhiker cannot find a driver with a perfect match of

the whole trip (i.e. a driver passing through both origin and destination lo-

cations for a hitchhiker), they might start traditional hitchhiking using the

route planning recommender system. Therefore, the whole trip from origin

to destination might involve both ride-matching and traditional hitchhik-

ing. The system should recommend the best path program (with respect to

mode), and the notion of "the best" corresponds to the hitchhiker’s prefer-

ences.

The first prototype of the system, which is designed as a route recom-

mendation for hitchhikers based on the existing model described in the the-

sis is currently under implementation. The prototype architecture is shown

in Figure 6.1. The application prototype screenshots are shown in Figure

6.2.
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FIGURE 6.1: Application prototype system design

FIGURE 6.2: Optimal path program recommendation and
pick-up locations recommendation
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The most important distinction between traditional hitchhiking and next-

generation hitchhiking is the availability of arranging trips between a driver

and a hitchhiker. Even though adding this feature will substantially influ-

ence the whole system, our algorithm of finding the optimal path program

described in Chapter 4 might easily be adapted to this feature. Where a

driver posts their intended trip itinerary which intersects with a hitchhiker’s

plans, the system asks if both parties agree. In such a case, the pick-up

probabilities on the intended driver’s route at the approximate times be-

come equal to which means this driver will certainly stop, and the waiting

time distributions become more deterministic. Therefore, the optimal path

program for a hitchhiker might be recalculated each time a new match is

found.

6.3 Challenges and future directions

In this section, we describe the challenges regarding our current framework

and describe the potential steps to overcome those challenges in the appli-

cation described above. These challenges lead to future directions of this

thesis.

6.3.1 Real-world hitchhiking data management

To give precise recommendations, our framework requires a large amount

of data that is not fully available. Even though our traffic simulations are

based on country-sized accurate models of country-sized highways and
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waiting times for each country on average are equal to those from Hitch-

wiki’s dataset, the verification of the precision of these simulated data re-

quires a large number of hitchhikers and measuring traffic over a long time.

Other important data that are not available and might be crucial for the per-

formance of our algorithm are the variations of all highway traffic flow over

a particular time of day or over a 24-hour period. However, these estimated

parameters are sufficient for the cold start of the ridesharing application,

and they might be fine-tuned in the future using the real-world gathered

data from the app. For example, the more hitchhikers use it to measure

waiting times at various locations at different times, the more accurate the

corresponding distributions become. Also, this data might be used for ver-

ification of prediction. For example, the system suggests the route, tracks

if a user is following the recommendation, measures the actual travel time

and compares it to the predicted travel time, and changes estimations ac-

cordingly to minimize errors for future predictions. These comparisons of

predicted time versus actual time can be a tool to measure the actual utility

of the system, which might be compared, for example, to route planning of

traditional hitchhikers.

Regarding the question of assessing pick-up locations in Chapter 5, we

also face the lack of more comprehensive data. For example, all given rat-

ings and waiting times at pick-up locations do not include times of a day

of hitchhiking, the desired destination of a hitchhiker, and other secondary

factors as gender, appearance, the presence of signs, etc. Currently, the av-

erage waiting time in STDHG in a country graph described in Chapter 4 is

equal to an average waiting time for Hitchwiki in a certain country while all

pick-up quality scores are randomly generated. Having information about
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at least the first two points discussed above, it might be included in the

optimal route planning algorithm for more accurate predictions of waiting

times for each pick-up location as is done in the regression model discussed

in Chapter 5.

Other data available on smartphones would have the potential to im-

prove hitchhiking experiences. For example, users can provide their current

location and speed, intended trajectory, time and detour budget for reaching

the destination, personal preferences regarding the intended second party.

Suppose drivers can also provide their potential time-space trajectories, i.e.

which roads they are going to take with corresponding times, so the hitch-

hikers know when and where the drivers will be. Also, real-time updates

are important: potential delays or changed routes of a driver might be made

known to a hitchhiker, and the intended shared plans can be changed.

An important issue regarding next-generation hitchhiking is the privacy

of collected data. As one of the most important issues, revealing too much

sensitive information about a person might lead to its malicious usage by

third parties. For example, releasing potential or future locations of a per-

son provides an opportunity to stalk them or reveal personal information.

Since there is a trade-off between the utility of ridesharing and privacy of

processed data (Goel, Kulik, and Ramamohanarao, 2017), the system might

make a reasonable choice between them. Another important issue is trust

of the second party. An intention of ridesharing is to arrange trips between

strangers, which might seem too dangerous for some potential users. How-

ever, the existing ridesharing services do successfully use a community-

based trust system, where all users can assess their partners after the trip
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or report any negative or inappropriate cases while using the service. Sim-

ilar to traditional hitchhiking, it is completely voluntary to accept or reject

offers. While the question of trusting strangers is the most common concern

about hitchhiking, the popularity of Uber shows that this concern can be

resolved with the introduction of a trust system.

6.3.2 Multiple pick-up points

In the algorithms of optimal trip planning for hitchhikers, we considered a

predefined best location for hitchhiking at the beginning of each road. How-

ever, in a real-world scenario, there are always multiple pick-up locations

with variying quality scores. While we can select the one with the highest

(i.e. with the highest expected fraction of cars that stop), in practice they

might be far away, and it might be more optimal for a hitchhiker to get to a

closer location with a lower quality score to find a lift faster. Also, walking

might be involved in between hitchhiking lifts (i.e. walking to another point

of a highway).

In addition, it is assumed that origin, destination, and intermediate drop-

off points are located only at road-end segments. However, in the real-world

scenario, trips do not always start at intersections. While in urban areas an

intersection might be a good place for cars to stop (since they stop there

anyway because of traffic lights etc.) in many cases trips might start at any

point of a regional road where stopping is permitted and possible at almost

any point. A simple idea which solves this issue is driving an old edge into

two and adding a new node point where the desired start or destination

point could be. Then, the mechanism of recalculating traffic and adding a
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waiting time distribution for new edges has to be done, and therefore SHG

and STDHG will be updated. If this addition is made for all potential re-

quests, the size of them will increase significantly. Therefore, the possible

solution is to store the basic static hitchhiking graph in the server memory,

and since there might be at most two new points (origin and destination)

on the graph, the potential recalculations might be very simple and can be

done for each separate query.

Also, adding new roads might be done in a similar way. All main in-

traurban roads and highways are stored in basic hitchhiking graphs, while

if some queries have the desired source or destination point other than the

main roads, the new edges might be taken from a service with a nearly com-

plete set of roads (e.g. OpenStreetMap), and then added to the basic graph

for the calculation of a new route. The traffic might be estimated depending

on the population of that region and type of road.

In the case of multiple hitchhikers seeking a ride on the same road, the

waiting time distributions might be changed accordingly. In this case, we

need to take into account how long it takes for two, three or more cars to

stop. Also, an important issue is about the order of hitchhikers coming to

the road. Usually, the first person standing is the first one able to choose a

driver, but when they stand at different locations, the person who is the ear-

liest in the direction of driver’s route would have the advantage. Therefore,

a proper and fair driver assignment mechanism has to be developed, with a

potential bidding extension.
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6.3.3 Personalized trip planning

Currently, only one criterion is used in the optimal route planning frame-

work, either expected travel time or reliability. However, in practice, they

might be combined, or there other potential hitchhiker preferences: mini-

mizing expected travel time or cost, maximizing reliability, having only pre-

arranged drivers, having not more than certain number of mode changes,

having only drivers with certain personal preferences or ratings, taking

scenic routes, stopping only at points with desired facilities (e.g. freshwater,

rain protection, proximity of food), staying overnight only in large cities (to

optimise accommodation) or in remote areas (for camping or bivouacking).

These preferences comprise another set of future directions for the app.

Possible drivers’ preferences might include: minimizing possible de-

tours (i.e. stopping only on their exact path) or having a detour budget,

minimum and maximum number of hitchhikers, maximizing cost, or cer-

tain personal preferences which might be specified in their user profiles.

They might give a lift to a certain number of passengers, with a specific age,

gender or interest, allowing smoking, and even desired interaction: riding

in silence or with an active conversation. Even the drivers usually need to

choose if they want to give lift, hitchhikers also need to have an opportunity

to confirm or reject a driver’s offer. Also, the application might include the

calculation of time and distance cost of detours for them.

If hitchhikers do not want to seek a random lift on a road but want to find

a driver using the application, the whole idea might look similar to prear-

ranged inter-city ridesharing systems like BlaBlaCar. However, our system

and application will advance these services due to the following features. It
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might be able to recommend meeting points (i.e. pick-up locations) even in

a short notice, to suggest multiple matches for different parts of users trips,

and to notify users of potential matches in real-time (i.e. if they just posted

their travel intentions or they just entered a certain area close to another

party).

6.3.4 Other challenges

A popular issue regarding hitchhiking is a monetary incentive. While com-

monly hitchhiking is considered to be free, in some countries it involves

some payment, e.g. equal to corresponding bus fare as we discussed in

Chapter 2. Therefore, to make next-generation hitchhiking flexible and avail-

able for both parties, users have to negotiate the price. The system should

take cost into account in certain cases, e.g. for cost estimation based on

time or distance travelled or when the cost is specified in their desired trip

preferences. Also, if there are multiple possible options, an auction mech-

anism should be introduced. For example, a driver is trying to maximize

cost among all possible hitchhikers, while a hitchhiker wants to minimize it

by bidding with different drivers. While services like Uber or Mitfarzentrale

usually involve payment, community-based free services based on trust can

be popular as well, for example, CouchSurfing.org has 15,000,000 registered

users 1.

Another concern about hitchhiking trips is their unpredictability so the

algorithm should provide approximate calculations with various distribu-

tions depending on how uncertain the trip is. For example, even if there is

a match with another driver, there might be still some uncertainty of travel
1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ROufiiyQjr8&t=11m23s
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time due to road conditions, which increases when a traditional hitchhiking

has to be included into the optimal path program. Also, there might be in-

cluded a probability of a driver arriving in a certain area or registering a trip

within a certain time based on previous experience in the case of the popu-

larity of the service. Overall, the inclusion of the match between drivers and

hitchhikers will lead to reduced uncertainty as well as overall travel time.

In many of the considered situations, the recalculations of new optimal

route policies should be done on the fly when probability distributions of

waiting times are updated. Also, if there is an existing optimal path pro-

gram for a hitchhiker with a given source-destination pair, these updates

appear only in certain sections of a policy. Therefore, fast algorithms of

recalculating and updating optimal path programs are another important

future direction.

Therefore, taking into account all possible issues, the intended applica-

tion will not only improve the experience of people who already hitchhike

but also, due to improved safety, comfort and predictability, might encour-

age many more people into the hitchhiking community. The potential ap-

plication might spread ideas of ridesharing (popularized by Uber) to the

interurban scale, involving multiple lifts, the possibility of free rides and

even taking rides from drivers who are not using the application at all.
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